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ABSTRACT
The Preschool Child's Awareness of Body
Structure in Sexual Differences
by
Genan Taylor Anderson, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1969
Major Professor: Dr . Don C. Carter
Department: Child Development
The purpose was to discover whether the preschool child who has
toileted with boys and girls in an open situation for at least fou r
weeks would recognize the genital differences between a male and a
female doll and use this knowledge to select the type of clothes
appropriate for these dolls .

Hypotheses were:

(1) The preschool ch i ld

who has toileted in an open situation with both sexes for at least
fo ur weeks can identify male and female dolls on the basis of genita l
st r uct ure.

(2) The preschool child can select appropriate clothes for

ma le and female dolls on the basis of genital structure as the dom i nant
cue as to sexuality .

Twenty children ages three to five were selected

because they had toileted in an open situation for at least four weeks
wi th boys and girls, because they attended the same classroom, and 1ve re
familiar with the experimenter .

Preceding the actual collection of

data a pilot study was conducted on a similar but separate classroom of
children to test the proposed research design .

The subjects were

i nformed, as a group, of the general content and procedure of the
experimental situati on to follow .

The subjects went f i rst beh i nd the

screen with the experimenter to arrange six blocks in any design they

wi shed.

They went again behind the screen in the doll house where

they sat facing the genitals of a male and a female doll . Afte r powder ing the dolls' genitals, they selected clothes for them from two sets
of ma le slacks and two dresses.
for his choice.

The subject was then asked the reason

Four of the 20 subjects, two boys and two girls, were

able to identify the sex of the dolls on the basis of genital structure.
All four were from homes with opposite-sex siblings .
four expressing a recognition were four years old .

Three of the
Conclusions:

( l) Preschool children appear generally to be unable to identi fy
sexuality on the basis of genital structure .

(2)

Age is a significant

factor influencing the child's discrimination of sexual differences.
(3) The opportunity for observation and discovery of differences between
the sexes through the presence of opposite-sex siblings in the home
appears to be influential on the child's development of sexual
awareness.
(86 page s)

INTRODUCTION
From the time a child is born we assign to it a pattern of
behavior appropriate to masculinity or femininity, and we refer
to the child by sex so that it may grow into awareness and know
its own sex .

We categorize the world into two sexes and gradually

as the child develops he learns to distinguish for himself the sex
of his playmates and of the adults around him .

He is even able to

tell fairly accurately the sex of strangers . Although this general
knowledge of a young child's ability to distinguish between the
sexes is common, very few researchers have explored the question
of how the child makes his categorization.

Simply because a child

can correctly label a boy and girl, man and woman, may not mean
th at he understands the basic anatomical differences between the
sexes .

Most researchers feel that the child relies on clues such

as dres s, hair style, names, etc . , rather than actually understand; ng the bi o l ogi cal differences between the sexes.
cues are clearly more obvious and visible.

For this reason they

are heavily relied upon in identifying the sexes .
r ely heavily on these cues .

These "outside"

Even adults

However, adults realize that these

features of appearance are not the determining factors in making
a boy a boy, and a girl a girl.

Is it possible that young children,

too, are aware of the significance of the more basic anatomical
differences between the sexes?
Children ask questions about their anatomy and about the anatomy
of their parents, siblings, and peers .

Those children who have
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toileted in an open situatio n with both sexes have frequently had
the opportunity of observing the differences between their own
anatomy and the anatomy of a child of the opposite sex.

They have

had the opportunity of viewing others of their same sex as well .
With this knowledge, shouldn't they be aware of the diffe rences i n
anatomy between the two sexes?
Statement of the Problem
The preschool child is able to categorize people into the two
sexes of males and females, or boys and girls.

On what basis the

child makes this distinction is not clearly understood.

None of the

researchers who have investigated this aspect of behavior have
attributed to the preschool child an understanding of the basic
genital differences, even in experimental situations where the
children dress and toilet together, which provides them with numerous
opportunities to observe these differences . Most studies have been
based on observations of the actions and verbalizations of children .
The most widely accepted theory, at present, is that hair and
clothing sty le clues are the major criteria upon which the preschool
ch1ld assigns a label of boy or gir l to a person.

However, the

possibility remains that the child understands and is able to use
the basic genital differences between the sexes in making his
categorization, although he more observably uses the more accessible
outside cues of hair and clothing styles.
The purpose of this study was to discover whether the preschool
ch ild who has toileted with boys and gir ls in an open situation for
at least four weeks would recogn i ze the genital differences between a
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male and a female doll and use this knowledge to select the type
of clothes appropriate for these dolls .
The following hypotheses are made in this study:
1.

The preschool child who has toileted in an open situat ion

with both sexes for at least four weeks can identify male and
female dolls on the basis of gen i tal structure.
2.

The preschool child can select appropriate clothes for

male and female dolls on the basis of genital structure as the
dominant cue as to sexuality .

4

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The question of the preschool child's awareness of gen i ta l cues
and their ability to employ them in discriminating between the sexes
has been investigated by several authors .

Hattendorf (1932 )

collected questions of preschool children as reported by the i r
mothers in a Minneapolis, Minn . , school district .

These quest i ons

were gathered by the mothers over a 17-month period and then repo r ted
to the researcher.

Based on the questions received, the author

concluded that the major interest of children two to five years old
was the origin of babies, with physical sex differences second, and
organs and their functions third.

Of all the reported questions

asked about physical sex differences of the 1109 children ages
2 to 13, 61 . 4 per cent of them were asked by children of this age
group (Hattendorf, 1932).
In a later study by Kreitler and Kreitler a survey was made
of 185 children from the age of 4 to 5\ in the Israeli ki ndergartens.
These researchers used the questionnaire and oral interview method .
The purpose of the study was to discover the extent of information
and the views of children about sexual differences and the creation
of babies.

The questionnaire was given orally to the children who

were tested individua l ly .

Complete freedom was given to the children

i n answering and exp l aining and digressing to related informat i on.
However, all quest i ons were asked in their des i gnated order even
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though the child may have given the answer to the quest i on in
connection with a previous question.
They concluded that boys were better informed about the location and function of their sexual organs than girls .

They also

found that the Western children were well informed about sex organs
of the other sex, the majority of whom were able to give exact
information.
of the girls .

This included 77 per cent of the boys and 80 per cent
fhe study sampled primarily Jewish children who,

although their parents were of different nationalities, were born in
Israel.
These findings are significant for this ethnic group and cause
us to wonder if other children of our Western culture might also be
this well informed.

However, due to the necessity that the children

feel free to discuss and express their knowledge about sexual
differences, not all of the knowledge of some children may have been
revealed.

Without this weakness in the design, a knowledge of sexual

differences even greater than the one reported may have been discovered (Kreitler and Kreitler, 1966).
Dillon observed 30 children, 15 boys and 15 girls, in a nursery
school situation ages 27 to 62 months .

These children, although

divided in two groups by age, were equal in ratio of boys to girls .
Boys and girls together in the same room completely undressed each
day for their nap to put on pajamas and again after their nap to
put on their clothes .
opposite sex.

The children also toileted with those of the

Twenty-one observations on consecutive school days

were made and instances of sex differentiation reported.
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From these subjective observations the author conc l ude d that
among the younger children there appeared very little eviden ce of
any recognition of sexua 1 differences .

The o1de r ch i 1dren " . . . man-

ifest their consciousness of sex di fference chiefl y by di f f erences i n
clothing and customs " (D i llon, 1934, p. 172) .

However, some i nstances

of recognition of phys i cal differences by the child ren we r e reported .
Such recognized differences were not considered by the author as
carrying any sex significance .

The major cues in di stinguish i ng

differences in the sexes were" . . . style of cloth i ng, manner of
wearing the hair and the names which the children bore" (Dillon,
1934, p. 176).

The findings of this study appear to be highly influenced by
rater bias .

No checklist or guideline was used, leaving the observer

too free to distinguish between significant and non-s i gnificant
actions.

Also, with no means of determining the sign i f i cance to

the child of clues used in distinguishing the sexes, the observer
i s l eft free to draw any inferences she wishes.

It seems that the

observed recognition the children displayed, of phys i cal differences
between the sexes, was dismissed as a result of observer bias and
may have been found to be of greater significance to a di fferent
observer .

The results of th i s study are greatly impaired by the

subjective manner in which the data were collected and repo r ted .
A more objective study was conducted by Katcher in 1955 .

His

sample consisted of 149 boys and 117 girls obtained from the Nursery
Schoo l of the Un i ve rsity of Cal i fornia's Institute of Child Welfare,
a parent cooperative nu rsery school, a progress i ve elementary school,
and seven Californ i a Ch1 ld Car e Cente rs .
were from families

~ith

Of the 266 children, 116

an i ncome of $ 275 or more oer month and one
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parent with a college education and both parents present in the home .
The remainder of the sample were from families with a monthl y 1ncome
of less than $275 per month and neither parent having completed
college .

There were 83, three-year-olds; 102, four-year-olds; 45,

five-year-olds; and 36, six- to nine-year-olds .

He tested their

ability to discriminate sex differences through the use of a ser i es
of pictures which forced the identification of the sex wi th the use
of only one cue--hair, clothing, breasts, or external genitals .
Care was given to establish rapport between the experimenter and the
subjects and to eliminate possible effects of order presentat i on of
the pictures .

Through statistical evaluation of the results, Katcher

found that:
Sex differentiating characteristics of clothing were most
easily identified, followed in order by hair, genitals,
and breasts. Child and same-sex cues were more accurately
discriminated than adult and opposite-sex cues . . .
Younger girls excelled boys in discriminating both the
girl's and the boy's genital cues." (Katcher, 1955,
p . 142)

This study seems to be well conceptualized and administered ,
gi vi ng the findings significant usefulness.

It is interesting to

note, however, the contrast between this study, which indicated
greater awareness on the part of younger girls, and the study by
Kreitler and Kreitler (1966) which led to the conclusion that boys
were better informed than girls about the location and function of
their sex organs.
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Sex-Role Preference

ill the Young Child

In 1956 sex-role preference was first defined and studied
separately from sex-role i dent i f ication.

Before this time the

importance of identi fication was commonly recognized as essent ial
to healthy personal adjustment, but most of the research on sex-role
behavior used adult subjects .

Consequently, research on the young

child's development of sex-role identification and sex-role behav ior
was largely neglected .

Although no research had been conducted in

this area, early researchers recognized the need to investigate the
masculine and feminine identification and behavior in the young child.
To study this, it was necessary to develop a scale to measure the
degree of masculine or feminine sex-role preference present i n the
young child.
In an attempt to fill this need, Brown developed the l! Scale
for Children (ITSC).

He first made the distinction between sex- role

identification and sex-role preference .

Sex-role identification

was defined as the adoption of certain sex-typed behavior and sexrole preference as sex-typed behavior one prefers or would like to
adopt (Brown , 1956) .

Then, on the basis of prev i ous studies that

supported the validity of toys and objects as adequate tests of
sex- role preference, Brown developed a scale using 36 pictures:
16 of toys, 8 paired pictures, and 4 child figures .

Eight of the

toys were masculine and ei ght feminine; half of each pa ired picture
was masc ul ine and half feminine; and the child figures were boy,
gir l is h-boy, boyish-girl, and girl . A chi 1d-fi gure draw i ng unst r uctured as to sex and referred to as "It" was used by hav i ng the child
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make choices for It .

The indirect method was an attempt to overcome

soci al pressure on the child to make the acceptable response and
free him to answer his true preferences (Brown, 1956).

The score

on the test was obtained by giv i ng one point for each mascul i ne toy
choice, eight points for each masculine preference on the pa ired
pictures and twelve points for preferring the boy, eight for the
girlish-boy, four for the boyish-girl and zero for the girl or any
other feminine choice .

The scores then range from exclusively

masculine, 84, to exclusively feminine, 0.
Research studies testing the sex-role preference of children
using the ITSC provide results that give needed information on the
sex-role preferences of boys and girls and pose specific methodological problems in the ITSC .

A comparison and review of these

studies follows.
In each of the following studies inadequacies in sampling
procedures exist which limit their external validity . All have used
selected populations from the middle-class .

However, in selecting

their samples specific sub-groups of the larger middle-class
population have occasionally been

selecte~

external validity of the findings.
age is also common .

further limiting the

Matching the groups for sex and

In doing so, portions of the original samples

have been dropped, placing additional limits on the external validity .
These studies, therefore, are most valuable in the context of the
total body of research in this area .
The ITSC test was first given to a group of children by Brown
in 1955.

The purposes of this study were to test whether sex-role

preferences in young children could be demonstrated and qualified
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and to discover if i n a group of young children" . . . sex-role
preference patterns exi st that have been reported cha racte r i st 1c
of the childhoods of male and female sexual i nve r ts who are homosexuals" (Brown, 1956, p. 4) .

Prev i ous theories suggested that the

girl would show greater di ssati sfaction in accepting her fem i ni ne
role than the boy in accept i ng his masculine role and that the gir l
would show greater ambivalence in sex-role preference than wou l d boys .
Brown chose 146 subjects, 7B boys and 68 gi rls, enrolled i n kinde rgarten in a Denver publ i c elementary school from a mi ddle-class
section of the city .

The test was administered to each ch il d

individually and scores were computed as previously outlined .
The results showed "

. relatively dichotomous sex-role

preference patterns in young children" (Brown, 1956, p. 18 ).

However,

boys showed a significantly greater preference for the masculine
role than girls showed for the feminine role.

A mixed preference

as well as a strong opposite-sex preference was more frequent and
pronounced in girls .

Eighty-five per cent of the boys but only

45 per cent of the girls gave It a name consistent with their own
sex (Brown, 1956) .
Although this study made a significant contribution to the
method of testing sex-role preferences in young children, there
exist weaknesses in the i nstrument and procedures that limi t the
application of the findings .
The operational validity of the test is based on the items
being clearly male or female which may or may not be the case .

The

reliability was tested by the test-retest method with a recorded
correlation between scores of .71 for boys and . 84 for girls .
thou9h this correlation is not very hiqh, it is sufficient for

Even
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comparison of groups .
The validity of the test is questioned because of the assumed
pro j ection of the child's true feel i ngs through his choices for It .
Although It was constructed to be of neutral sex, i t is poss i bl e
that It may be viewed more often as male than female, thus coveri ng
the actual feminine preferences of the females .

There also rema i ns

the possibility that the masculine pictures are more attra ct ive than
the i r feminine counterparts, that the socia l ly defi ned responses
for boys are more clearly defined, or that male is truly the prefe rred sex .
Brown repeated the ITSC test with a larger sample of 613
children, 303 boys and 310 girls, ages

5~ toll~

from grades

kindergarten through fifth i n the Pleasanton, California, Elementary
School.

This study was an extension of the previous study wi th the

data being collected in 1955, following the previous resea rch .
study aimed, also, at explori ng the factor of age.

This

Again the sample

was of middle-class children with 43 per cent of the fathers i n the
military or working for the government .

The ITSC was administered

as before and the results were similar .

Boys scored more mascu li ne

and girls more feminine wi th girls more variable than boys .

The

boys gave a much stronger preference for the masculine role than the
gi rl s gave for the feminine .

Kindergarten level girls were about

equal in their preference for the two roles .

Girls in the f irst

through fourth grades preferred the masculine over the feminine role,
but fifth grade girl s showed a dominant preference for the feminine
role (Brown, 1957) .
This sample has the add iti onal problem of being of a spec i fic
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sub-g roup of the middle-class .

The predomi nantly mil i ta ry and

government employment of the fathers sets th i s group apart f rom the
general mi ddle-class populati on .
the ITSC are still unanswe red .

The questions of the va li di ty of
The poss i bi l i ty of mascu l1 ne bi as

in the test connected with the It-figure or otherwise sti 11 exi sts .
The degree to wh i ch the subjects i dent i fy wi th the It-fi gu re and
thus project the ir own choices i nto those for It rema i ns undetermined .
Hartup and Zook tested the sex- role preference of 161 th reeand four-year-old children f rom selected nursery schools using
Brown's ITSC .

The purposes of their study were "

. . to obta i n

information concerning the sex-role preferences of three- and
four-year-old ch i ldren" and'' . . . to explore the effects of the
instructions employed wi th the It Scale" (Hartup an d Zook , 1960,
p. 420) .

The children were randomly ass i gned to groups and matched

fo r sex and age .
ins tr uctions .

Three groups were given the ITSC with diffe rent

One group was given the name "It" for the It-fi gu re;

the second group was told It was the sex match i ng that of the
su bjec t; and the third group was gi ven the subject's own name fo r
It .

The tests were scored as outlined by Brown (1956 ).

Rel i ability

was checked by the test-retest method with a correlat i on between
t es ts of . 66 for boys and . 71 for girls .
The results confirmed Brown's previous results that there are
clea r sex differences on the It Scale .

They also showed the four-

yea r-old boys and gir ls scori ng mo r e masculine and femi nine respecti ve ly than the ir three-year -o l d counterparts .

The boys scored

more masculine when It was gi ven t he subject's own name .

However,

the girls received more fem i nine scores when It was labeled a
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"l ittle girl;' lending support to the hypothesis that It may be
perce ived most often as a boy by all subjects .

Nevertheless, the

masculine bias may i nd i cate that male is the preferred sex or
simply be a result of the ch i ldren giving t he convent i ona l la be l of
"he" to a neutral object .
Internal validity was sought by matching the expe ri menta l
groups for age and sex .

Duri ng th is process a port ion of the

original sample was dropped .

An attempt was made to choose a

sample that would allow generalizations between social classes .
However, the authors adm i t the probabil i ty of a "gross sampling
error" in this effort as only the middle-class was found to be
represented .

The varying effects of different

experimente ~ s

were controlled by Zook doing all the testing herself .

However,

the influence of a female experimenter on the scores of the ch i l dren
was not considered (Hartup and Zook, 1960) .
Lansky and McKay questioned the results of the previous studies
and hypothesized that "

boys today have greater preference for

the femini ne ro le than gir ls do for the masculine" (Lansky and McKay,
1963 , p. 415) .

They tested 36 kindergarten children, 20 boys and

16 girls, enrolled in a private kindergarten in a Boston, Mass.,
suburb .

Ninty-four per cent of the children were Class I and II

on the Minnesota Scale for Parental Occupations .

In the ir repo rt

in Psychological Reports, 1963, they focus on the children's
results on the ITSC .

The test was f irst administered according to

the i nstructions by Brown wi th the exception of the concealment of
the It-figure.

Later the test was readministered with the It-fig ure

vi sible to the subjects .

The possible effects of the prev i ous
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familiarity with the test on the scores of the second test were
recognized .

The results supported their hypothesis about boys ' and

girls' preferences for roles; show i ng boys more variable in their
masculine choices and more will i ng to guess girl than for girls to
There was no significant tendency for either sex to

guess boy .

label the It -figure more frequently as a boy .

Consequently, this

study does " . . . not support the view that the It- figure i s seen as
male by most children of this age" (Lansky and McKay, 1963, p. 415) .
The use of a convenient sample limits the external valid i ty
of the findings .

However, in selecting the sample there appeared

to be an attempt to test subjects similar to those tested in prev i ous
studies .

The authors in this study tend to compare their results to

other studies without accounting for the differences that may be due
to sample variations or changes in society.
The most recent published study on this topic tested the
possibility of masculine bias toward the It-figure (Endsley, 1967) .
It was

~yp.othe,s i zed

that concea 1i ng the It -figure would reduce the

masculine scores of both boys and girls .

The sample included 40

children

The groups were matched for

3~

to

5~,

20 boys and 20 girls .

sex and randomly assigned .

One group was given the JTSC i n the stand-

ard manner and one group with It concealed in an envelope .

The

results supported Brown ' s (1956) original findings with boys scori ng
more masculine and less variable and girls more feminine and more
variable .

However, the mean ITSC scores of his control and experi -

mental groups were not significantly different .

His findings did

not show the It-fi gure to be the source of masculine bias .

However,

the author does not suggest that there is no masculine bias in the
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ITSC .

He points up the need for fu r ther investigations to p1npo1nt

possible so urce{s) of mascu li ne bias (Endsley, 1967) .
This matched sample was se lected from an undef i ned popu lat 1on.
Its small size is an add iti ona l limi tat i on on the gene ral 1zab i l1 ty
of the findings .
The def i ciencies i n the samples of th i s resea ch sign i f1cant ly
limits the generalizabil i ty of their findings .

Consequent ly, the

writer will only attempt to compare results and draw i nfe rences
where the research agrees .
A factor that influences the validity of the f in di ngs is the
usefulness of the l l Scale for Children in measur1ng the sex- role
preferences of the young child.

The reliability of the test was

measured both by Brown (1956) and Hartup and Zook (1960) by the testretest me t hod .

Both concluded that the reliability was fa irly hi gh,

although reliability was not as high for Hartup and Zook's sample
(.66 compared to . 71, . 71 compared to . B4).

Nevertheless, these

differences may be due to chance and not be s i gnificant .

In both

cases reliability is markedly lower for boys than for girls.

The

girls moved toward greate r femininity on the retest given by Hartup
and Zook.

In spite of these factors the authors concluded that these

coefficients are fairly hi gh for tests involving preschool chil dren
and reasonably adeq uate compared with other instruments measu r1 ng
psychological characteristics .

This rel i abil i ty is suff i cient ly

high for the compari son of groups as is done i n these stud i es .
The operati onal valid i ty is based on the assumption that the
i tems are actual ly as soci ated w1th masculine and femi n1ne beha v1 or.
This validity is confirmed by the consis tant differences in the
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scores of boys and girl s on the test .

In repeated tests of yo ung

ch i l dren using the ITSC, boys sco re more mascul i ne and g1r ls more
fem i ni ne .
A separate question of poss i bl e mascu l ine bias i n the test has
been gi ven extensive cons i derat i on .

The poss i bility of the It-f i gure

as the source of bi as i s considered by al l fou r researchers ,

Br own

felt that there i s a tendency for the It-fi gure to be perce i ved as
male by both sexes of school-age children (Brown, 1962) .

Hartup and

Zook (1960) controlled the i nstructions given to ea ch group .
different label for the It-figure was given to each group:

A
the first

group was gi ven the label "It"; the second "a little boy (or gi rl)"
consistent with the subject's sex; and the third group was gi ven the
subject's name for the It-figure .

The i r results show ".

. the

measure of sex-role preferences provided by the It Scale is hi ghly
sensitive to variation i n the i nstructions given to the subject "
(Hartup and Zook, 1960, p. 426) .

Lansky and McKay controlled for

visual masculine bi as of the It-figure by concealing It in an envelope for the first administration of the ITSC and allowing the child
to hold It during the second test .

They found that the re was no

s ignific ant tendency for ei ther sex to label the It-f i gu re "boy"
more frequently than "girl" (Lansky and McKay, 1963).

The majo r

purpose of Endsley ' s study was to test the possible bias of the
It-figure .

He used two groups and concealed the It-f i gure frorn

one group .

He concluded that the It-figure was not the source of

masculine bias in the test (Endsley, 1967) .
The studi es just rev i ewed al l found that boys prefer the
masculine role and girls prefer the fem i nine role .

Because each
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sample was selected from geographically di fferent mi ddle-class
gro ups, it seems reasonable to assume that future res ea rch i n th 1s
area will support this f i nding .

However, this i s the on ly po i nt

upon wh i ch these studies agree .

The questi on of vari ab i l i ty of

responses for boys and girls is mentioned by Brown (1 957 ) , Ends l ey
(1 96 7) , and Lansky and McKay (1963) wi th opposing concl us i ons .

Brown and Endsley found girl s the most vari able (Brown, 1957; Ends l ey,
1967 ) while Lansky and McKay (1963 ) found boys more vari able .

Due

to the inadequacies of each sample no conclusion can be made .
These studies pr ovide some in teresti ng data on the top ic of age
di fferences and role preference .

Hartup and Zook (1960) found that

the four-year-old ch i ldren more frequently chose the role consistent
with their sex than the ir three -yea r-old counterparts (Hartup and
Zook, 1960) .

Results on the preferences of the five-year-old

kindergarten age group show boys prefer the masculine role and gi r ls
the feminine role (Lansky and McKay, 1963; Brown, 1956; Endsley, 1967) .
Other results show girls of this age group have a mi xed prefe rence
(Brown, 1957) and that they show this mi xed preference tw ice as
frequently as boys of the same age group (Brown, 1956).

The prefer-

ences of girls in the first through fourth grades shifts to a defi ni te
preference for the masculine role (Brown, 1957).

The fifth grade

girls show an interesting reverse to a dominant preference for the
feminine role (Brown, 1957) .

The research is i nsufficient and lacks

the external validity to draw any universal conclusions from the
present data .
Delucia questi oned the reliab il ity of toy preference i n relation
to sex- r ole preferences of chi ldren .

She used two sets of 24 pa i rs
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of toy pictures, one set mascul i ne and the other fem i nine .

The toy

pi ctures were matched for s ize, value, and i ntricacy of movi ng par ts .
They were five-by-seven, b1ack and whfte pictures . A child-figu re
the same sex as the subject was used by hav i ng the subject make the
choice for the ch i ld-figure .

With an oppos i te-sex experimente r the

reliability coefficients for the test were .67 and . 72.

The subjects

were selected from the Broad Street School, Provi dence, R. I . , gra des
kindergarten through fourth .

The results showed that the number of

appropriate choices for both sexes increased in grades kindergarten
through third .

However, both sexes showed an inversion of approp ri ate

choices in the fourth grade .

Boys made more appropriate choices

than girls .
The findings support the validity of a toy preference test as
a measure of sex-role preference in the young child.

The test was

effective in separating the responses of the sexes.

The i nvers i on

found in the fourth grade may or may not be significant .
is sufficient for the comparison of groups .

Reliab i lity

That boys made more

appropriate choices than girls is consistent with the research on
sex-role preferences of the young child using brown's l! Scale .
The reliability of toys as an indicator of sex-roles in ch il dhood
is further supported by Hartley and Hardesty's study using a structured pictorial technique as an interview aid in admini stering openend verbal questions to middle and lower class children ages 8 th ro ugh
11 from New York City.

They also found that " . . . male attributes

are establ is hed earl i er (than female attributes)" (Hartley and
Hardesty, 1964, p. 47} .
The poss i ble influence of parental preference for the male sex
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on the young ch i ld's sex-role pr efe ren ce was cons i de red by Ha r t l ey ,
Ha rdesty, and Go r fe i n.

Th ey used a sample of 132, ei ght th r ough

eleven-yea r- ol ds from a mi dd l e cl ass popu l at i on and ga ve them a
story completion test wh i ch i nqu ired i nto t he i r futu re adu l t rol es
and des ired fam i ly compos i t i on .

Seventy-e i ght pe r cent of he r

subjects sa i d the i r pa rents prefe r r ed a chil d of the ir same sex.
The " . . . gi rls preferred fema l e chi ldren and boys prefe r red ma l e
child ren" (Hartley, Hardes ty , and Go rfe i n, 1962, p. 266 ) .
No ev i dence was found to support the as sumption t hat
ch i ldren reject the i r own sex i dent i ty becaus e of such
perceived prefe r ences . (Ha r t l ey , Ha r desty, and Go r fe i n,
1962, p. 22 7)

This study explo res an i mportant hypothes i s concern i ng t he
reoccurring finding that boys ma ke mo re appropriate sex-preference
choices than girls and that i nverted sex preference is more frequent
i n gir ls .

The negati ve f i nd i ngs are si gnificant i n ru li ng out a

pe rceived parental preference for the male se x as the reason fo r young
chil dren rejecting the i r own sex ident i ty .
Sex-Role Ident i fica t ion
Chi ldren i n ou r soci ety develop earl y a patte r n of behav i or
consis tent with thei r sex.

Hattwi ck, i n seek i ng to i dent i fy these

char ac teri st i c patte r ns of beha vi or , observed 283 boys and 296 girl s
ages 2 through

4~

i n the Winne tka Publ i c School Nu rse ry of Ch i cago .

He found that boys are mo re agg ress ive and outgo i ng in thei r
beha vi or .

They we re more agg ress i ve, negat i ve, wi ggl y and res i stant .

Duri ng work per1ods they asked fo r unnecessary he l p, wasted t i me and
l ef t t heir wo rk i ncomp l ete more f requently than di d gi rls .

The boys

were also found to ha ve more speech problems and a hi gher i nci dence
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of ma sturbati on . Among the gir ls, however, there was a greate r
f requen cy of avo i di ng play, shri·nk ing from not i ce, jealousy, seeki ng
prai se, stayi ng near an adult, cri t i cizing others and thumb suck i ng .
Girl s showed fears of st r ange people and pla ces and fea r of high
places .

They cried more easily than boys, avo i ded tak i ng risks,

told more fanciful stori es, mi srepresented facts and bossed othe rs .
There was no significant age difference in the possess i on of these
characteristics by these children (Hattwick, 1937) .
Although this sample is not representative of any population
other than itself, it is reasonabl y safe to assume that we would
expect to find sharp sex differences in behavior from any subsample
of our total population .
Koch found in hi s observation of the interaction of 178 preschool boys and gir ls in the Unive rsi ty of Chicago Nursery School
that as early as two years old children are inclined t o prefe r
classmates of their own sex .

He assumes from this that by the age

of two the child has made an identification with the sex-rol e of
his sex (Koch, 1944) .

Brown found that a child begins to distinguish

between male and female and masculine and feminine as ea r ly as age
two .

Preference for one sex r ol e or the other begins to emerge by

age three (Brown, 1958) .

In Rabban 's study of sex-role preference and

i dentificat i on of children from the ages of three to eight, he concluded " . . . that, on the whole, after the age of four the children
have made their toy choi ce aware of their own sex, of clothing and
ha i r styl es as marks of sex di ffe rences, and of the approp ri ate
adult sex role for their sex" (Rabban, 1950, p. 120) .
The research agrees that sex-role i dent i f ication emerges early
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i n the child's li fe .

Howeve r , t he fa cto rs that inf luence and sh ape

th i s i dent ifi cati on are not as cl early def i ned .

Di ffering op i ni ons

on the importance of the vari ables i nvol ved have given ris e t o a
number of theori es .
The Freudi an theo ry of i dentification is supported by many
researchers .

Pearson discusses the i dentifica t i on process as seen

by Freud for the boy .
At th is stage the boy directs the genital i zed l i bi do
toward the mother . But the boy perceived that he has
to sha re hi s mother with the father, a rival who has
meant little to him during the previous stages of development . The child pe rceives that the fathe r is more
pleasing to the mother and he endeavors to imitate him .
He takes his fathe r as his i deal, that i s, he i nco r po ra tes
his father's characteristics as part of his super-ego .
In order to prevent pun i shment on the part of the fathe r
(the threat of castration) i t becomes necessary fo r him
to suppress his sex feel i ngs and after a peri od of
struggle does so, at about the age of two to four .
(Pearson, 1931, p. 698)
Freud's process of identification fo r the gir l is des cri bed by
Brunswick .
The mother's castration means not only the deprecia t ion
of the love object and the possi bili ty of the girl's
own castration as in the case of the boy; the mothe r's
cast r ation i s above all the doom of the girl's hopes of
ever acquiri ng possess i on of a penis . The girl abandon s
the mother as a love object with far more embitte rment
and finality than the boy .
The active wish fo r a pen is of the little girl ar is es
with the observati on of the difference between the
sexes and the determinat i on to have what the boy has .
This original bas is is narc i ssi stic. An object root
i s formed when the little girl rea li zed that without
the pen i s she is unab le to win the mother .
When the girl becomes to a greater or lesser deg ree
reco nc il ed to he r own lack of a penis, she determines
to take as he r l ove object an in divi dual whose possession of the pen is i s assu red and for whose lo ve i t may
even by wor t h wh il e . . . t o accept castration
and a vir tue is made out of a neces sity . Here the girl
i dentifies herself wi th the castrated mother . . .
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(Brunsw i ck, 1940, p. 302-316)
In three of Lynn's papers concer ning the pr ocess of i dent i f i cat i on the young child uses , he conclu des tha t f r om the resea rc h
reviewed that hi s hypothe sis i s suppor ted that ori gi na l ly both
boys and girl s identify wi th the mothe r and that it i s the boy who
must change hi s i denti f i cati on .
Freud ,

Thi s hypothes i s i s cons i stent wi th

However, Lynn devi ates f rom the theo ry of Freud when he

continues by sayi ng that the boy makes hi s mascul i ne i dentificati on
with the cultural ste reotype that i s spelled out to him by his
mother and other females in soc i ety such as teachers .

He claims that

the identification is made with the mascul i ne stereotype due to the
absence of the male model (Lynn, 1959; Lynn, 1961; Lynn, 1962) .

He

feels therefore, that the presence of the father i n the home is
important for the boy 's identification (Lynn, 1962) .
To discover the behav i or correlates of five-year-old chil dr en
in child-rearing practices and attitudes of their mothe rs, Sears
selected a sample of
. . . three-hundred and seventy-ni ne mothers, and their
five-year-old children (202 boys, 177 girls ) i n publ ic
school kinderga r tens from subu r ban metropolitan are as i n
New England . The pa re ntal sample ranged wi dely i n age,
education, socioeconomic status, and ethnic ori gin . A
standardized interview was used wi th the mothers . It
covered both infant and current child-rearing practi ces,
together with materi al relat i ng to family interrelati onships. The interv i ews averaged two hours i n length, were
recorded in the home, and then transcribed. They were
rated on over 200 scales, des cr i ptive of ch i ld-reari ng
dimensions of behavior. The children were gi ven two
20-minute sess i ons of standardized permi ssive doll play,
and a half-hour projective test for the measurement of
guilt . Teacher ratings of activi ty , aggress i on, and
conscience were obta i ned . (Sears, R., 1953, p. 431)
The results showed that " . . . a theory of sex-typing may be
constructed on the basis of diffe rential treatment of boys and gir ls
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by their mothers" (Sears, R. , 1953, p. 431) .

The interv i ews showed

differences in the ch i ld-rearing practices of the mothers in r el at i on
to girls and boys in areas of disc i pl i ne and emotiona l i nte r act i on .
Th i s study emphasizes the impo r tance of the mother as a
socializing agent in the format i on of the approp ri ate sex-role
identification of both boys and gir ls .
On the other hand, the gi rls " . .

tend to i dentify with aspects

of their own mother ' s role specifica ll y" (Lynn, 1959, p. 134 ) .
Lynn concluded that girls learn the i r sex-role through a close
personal relationship wi th the i r mothers and through imitat i on .
Boys, however, learn their sex role by :

(1) defining the goal,

(2) restructuring the field, and (3) abstracting principles .

As a

result, Lynn finds support to his hypotheses that
. . . females will tend to demonstrate greater need for
affiliation than males, (2) females tend to be more
dependent than males on the external context of a perceptual situation and hesitate to deviate from the given,
(3) males tend to surpass females in problem-solv i ng
skills, (4) males tend to be more concerned with internalized moral standards, (5) females tend to be more
receptive to the standards of others than males .
(Lynn, 1962, p. 559-560)
Lynn also concluded:
(1) With increasing age, males become relatively more
firmly identified with the masculine role, and females
relatively less firmly identified with the feminine
role . (2) A larger portion of females than males will
show preference for the role of the opposite sex.
(3) A higher proportion of females than males adopt
aspects of the role of the opposite sex. (Lynn, 1959,
p. 134)

This ambivalence of the female i n accepting her traditional role
is explained in a l ater paper .

He attributes this amb i valence to

the fact that girls are i nh1b1ted by the soc i al preference for
males and also lack punishment for adopting aspects of the mascu-
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l l · line role (Lynn, 1961 ).
A similar observation of the girl's amb iva lence i n accept i ng
h I I !her appropriate role is repo r ted by Rabban (1950 ) .
The fourth and fifth years fo r wo r ki ng class boys and
the sixth year for middle class boys are peri ods of
clarification of sex ro l e . Working cl ass gi rls make
definitive sex-appropriate choices by si x years of age.
Middle class girls do not achieve th i s cl ari ty of acceptance of the social defi nitions of sex-appropri ate choi ces,
even at the eighth year . In th i s ce il ing year, all
other groups have completely accepted these soci al
expectations . (Rabban, 1950, p. 126)
Johnson agreed with Freud and Lynn that both sexes first
identify with the mother, but he also feels that they both identify
!Second with the father .
. . . It is identification with the fathe r , in the sense
of internalizing a reciprocal role relationship with
the father, which is cruc i al for producing appropriate
sex role orientations in both males and females .
(Johnson, 1963, p. 319 ) - The father plays husband to the girl and mentor to the boy while the
mother treats them both the same .

He feels the mechanisms for

identification are fear of loss of love, fear of aggression, and
love reciprocity .

He found support for hi s hypothesis in the

literature he reviewed (Johnson, 1963) .
The results from administration of the Terman and Miles'
Attitude-Interest (M-F) Test given to 326 adult subjects lead
Ferguson to conclude that pleasant and desirable childhood experiences enable the child to accept the appropr i ate models and adopt
the "normal" behavior pattern .

Unpleasant childhood experiences

lead to rejection of appropri ate models and failure to adopt the
"normal" behavi or pattern (Ferguson, 1941) .

Sears, however,

concluded from his stud i es on doll play aggress i on i n young
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children that :
The learning processes by which the child deve l ops the
action system app ropriate to his sex depends, among other
things, on the existence of models upon whose beha vior he
may pattern his own . (Sears, Pintler, and Sears, 1946,
p. 240)
Twenty-nine girls and 34 boys between the ages of 3-6 and 5-6
were selected from four nursery schoo l s for the pu rpose of developing a measure of like - sex parent imitation in preschoo l children
and
. . . to explore the relation of this measure to sextyping, sex of ch ild, chronol ogical age, and maternal
attitudes as measured by the Parental Att i tude Instrument .
. . . The child's tendency to imi tate the l i ke-sex parent
in preference to imitation of the oppos ite-sex pa re nt
was measured by means of a fo r ced-choice doll play i nterview . (Hartup, 1962, p. 95)
Sex-typing was measured by the l! Scale for Children .

The find i ngs

showed :
. a significant relation between imitation of the likesex parent and appropriate sex typing . . . for girls, but
not for boys . Both boys and girls tended to imitate the
like-sex parent more frequentl y than the opposite-sex
parent . . .
. . . Maternal dissatisfaction with the husband and the
homemaking role also were pos it ively related to imitation
of the mother by girls . Five maternal measures, all
reflecting authoritarian , intrusive, or suppressive
attitudes, were related to imitation of the fathe r by
boys . ( Ha rtup, 1962, p. 95)
The degree of simila rity to the same-sex parent was tested by
Gray and Klaus (1956) .

They used 34 female and 28 male student

volunteers from a Southern college .

They admini s te r ed a sentence

completion test and a study of values for oneself and for each
parent to each student .

The study of val ue s questionna ire was sent

by the students to the ir pa re nts to fi ll out and return .
The design of th is research is weak .

To beg in with they used
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a volunteer sample of an i sol at ed populat i on wi th a bi ased mal e
sample .
l oose .

The data co ll ecti on f rom t he par en ts were espe ci ally
In vi ew of these def ici en ci es the fin dings are of questi on-

able val i dity by themse lves .

Th ey di d f i nd that t he student s were

more like the same-sex pa rent i n areas of ma j or i nte rest .

On the

projective test the students sh owed mo re affe cti on t o t he same -s ex
parent and perce i ved thems elves mo re li ke the same- sex pa rent
(Gray and Klaus, 1956 ) .
Lazowic k (1955) sampled 418 Un 1versi t y of Il li nois students
and gave them and the ir pa rents a l is t of 10 words t o wh1ch they were
to assign meanings .
meanings .

The resu l ts were computed f rom the si mil ari ty of

They showed a greate r deg ree of i denti f i cati on be tween

parents and children are associ ated wi th l ess an xi ety . Men, he
concluded, form stronge r i dent i f icat i ons than women; and t he re was a
greater degree of si mi la rity wi th i n fam ili es t han between fam i l i es
(Lazowick, 1955) .

However, Ang ri l li i n hi s test of 30 boys ages

4 to 5\ from New Yo r k State nu rse ry s choo l s (i ntact, mi dd l e- class
families) found no signi f icant re l ati onsh i p between the mas culi ne
identi fication of the boys and th os e of the ir parents (A ng ri l li ,
1960) .

The research i n the area of pa rent -c hil d simil ari ty i n re lati on
to sex-role identifi cat i on i s weak and i nconc l us i ve .

The prob l ems

of sample selection and test adm i ni st rati on are nume rous .

The refo re ,

no def i nite conclusions on the rel ati onsh i p of s imil ari t i es between
pa rent and ch i ld on sex-role i dent i f icati on can be rea ched .
The effect of pa renta l domi nan ce on the sex- rol e prefe rences
and parent-ch i ld t rai t s imi l ari ty was i nvest i gated by Hethe ri ngton .
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His sample consisted of 36 boys and 36 gir ls ages 4 through 5, 6
through 8 and 9 through 11 enro ll ed i n nu rs ery or pub li c el ementa ry
schools .

Half of the boys and girl s 1n each group were f rom fathe r-

dominant homes and ha l f f rom mothe r -dom i nant homes .

The instruments

used were Farina's measure of pa rent dom i nance; the JTSC; the parentchild si milarity test reliab l e at . 82 fo r mothe rs, . 86 fo r father, and
. 79 for ch i ldren; and an i mi tat i on task .

The results on the ITSC

show parental dominance influenced sex- r ole preferences .

The most

appropriate sex-role preferences occurred when the father was domi nant .
The boys from mother-dom i nant homes acqu i red more femin i ne sex - r ole
preferences than boys from father-dom i nant homes .

Howeve r , girl s

from mother-dominant and father-dom i nant homes showed no differen ce
in sex-role preference at any age .
The prediction of an i ncreas i ng similari ty of the child
and dominant parent on non-sex-typed traits wi th age is
supported . . . Neithe r the sons nor daughters i n
mother-dominant homes i dentified with the passive father
L-These findings stressed_/ the great impo r tance of
"identification with the aggresso r" i n boys' identification, and its lesser i mportance i n the identi f icati on
of gi rls . (Hetherington, 1965, p. 193)
This study, although not a rep resentative sample of the
population nor large enough for adequate comparison between age
groups, used reasonably reliable instruments to ar r ive at some
significant conclusions .
In an attempt to di scover the effects of the parents ' nurturance
and control as percei ved by the ch i ld on the child's i dentificati on,
Emmerich selected a sample of 31 nu rsery school ch i ldren, 16 girls
and 15 boys from an ori gi nal sample of 41 .
in age from 3-7 to 5- l .

These children ra nged

A two- pa r t st ructu red doll-p lay 1nterv1ew

was administered to each ch i ld by an examiner .

The f irs t part was
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designed to reflect the ch i ld's conception of hi s parents' nurturance-control attitudes .

The second part was to reflect the child's

own nurturance-contro l attitude towa rd anothe r person .
reliability was hi gh, +. 97 .

Rater

However, i tem r el i ab ili ty of the tes t

were questionab ly low at +. 69, +. 50, and +.73.

The results showed

that:
. . The subjects tended to i dentify more with the samesex parent than wi th the oppos i te-sex parent . . . Both
sexes perceived the mother as relatively more nurturant
(and less controlling) than the father . . . With increasing age within the age range sampled boys increasingly
exaggerated in their behavior the controlling attitude
that they associated with the father role. (Emmerich,
1959, p. 294-295)
Emmerich concluded that :
L-His_7 findings seemed to contradict rather widely held
beliefs about the development of i dentification . It is
often assumed that the mother is the initial identification model for both boys and girl s, and that boys later
switch to the father as the princ i pal model, resulting
in less continuity and consequently less stably and
strongly sex-typed identifications than in girls .
(Emmerich, 1959, p. 295 )
Despite Emmerich's small, nonrepresentative sample and low
test-retest reliability coefficients on his instrument, his results
were consistent with previous findings and thus useful i n supporting
existing hypotheses .

He not only found the children making an

identification more often with the same-sex parent, but he also found
this to be more true for boys than girls as would be expected .

The

perception of the mother as more nurturant and the father as more
controlling seems consistent with Hetherington's conclusion that
"identification with the aggressor" is an important factor in the
boy's identification wi th the fathe r and of lesser importance in the
identification of the girls .

His con cl us i on in oppos i tion to the
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theory that both boys and girls first identify wi th the mother and
then the boy changes may be v1arranted .

The constant tendency for

research findings to show a more stable, clear masculine i dent ifi cation in the young boy and only a weak, fluctuating femin i ne
identification in the girl supports Emmerich's findings and conclusion.
Sears tested the effect of nurturance or warmth of the same-sex
parent on sex-role choice of kindergarten children .

She hypothes i zed

that:
. . . The crucial antecedent factors will include: (1) child's
recognition of the fact of his own sex, (2) nurturance or
warmth of the parent chiefly responsible for child-rearing,
(3) warmth of the same-sex parent, (4) anxiety, which may
arise from punishment or from restriction on the child's
attempts to be self-directing. (Sears, P. , 1953, p. 43 1)
The subjects selected were 202 boys and 177 girls, all kindergarten
age, plus their mothers .
The children were given two sessions of doll play, scored
on frequency of use of agents for "good " (nonaggressive)
behavior . Scores for antecedent factors were obtained
from ratings on interviews with mothers . (Sears, P. , 1953,
p . 431)

The results showed" . . . positive choices for the same sex role
and avoidance of the opposite sex role are in general associated
with antecedent conditions of warm th , permissiveness, and low
restrictions" (Sears, P., ]953, p. 43 1)
In a later study Fandura and Huston tested a matched sample of
24 children of each sex ages 45 to 61 months enrolled in the Stanford
University Nursery School . They hypothesized that:
. . . Nursery school children, while learning a twochoice discrimination problem, also learn to imitate
certain of the exper imenter's behavior which is totally
irrelevant to the successful performance of the orient i ng
task . (Fandura and Huston, 1962, p. 300)
The results generally " . . . substantiate the hypothesis that
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children display social learn i ng behavi or of an in ci denta l sort , and
that nurturance is one condi t i on fa ci l i tat i ng such imi t ati on lea r ni ng "
(Fandura and Huston, 1962, p. 300 ) .
" . . . To evaluate the behavi or of the fathe rs of the str ong ly
father-identified (i.e . , hi ghl y mascul i ne ) group toward the i r sons, "
Mussen and Distler (1960, p. 90) sc reened 38 wh i te boys from two
kindergarten classes of predomi nantl y middle - class schools .
The mothers of 19 boys, ni ne of them hi gh and ten of
them low in masculin i ty as measured by the It Scale, we re
interviewed about the ir own and their husbands ' childrearing practices and the boys ' consc i ence development .
(Mussen and Distler, 1960, p. 99)
The interviews consisted of 32 open-end questions .
The major findings were as follows:
1. The variables of father-son relationships are more
directly associated wi th se x-typ i ng than are those pertaining to mother-son relations .
2. According to mothe rs' reports the fathers of the
highly masculine group had stronger affectional bonds,
and acted more affe ct i onately, toward their sons than
did the fathers of boys low in masculinity . These findings appear to support the developmental hypothes i s of
identification .
3. There were trends i n the data that suggest that the
fathers of the highl y mascul i ne group play a greater rol e
i n their son's upbr i ng i ng, do i ng mo re of the i r son ' s caretaking and having greate r respons i bi l i ty for child-reari ng
policies. These trends , togethe r wi th the find i ngs
about the warmth and affect i on of the fathers of hi ghl y
masculine boys, may be i nte rpreted as support i ve of the
role theory of identi f i cat i on .
4. The highly mas cul i ne boys appear t o experience mo re
permissive, easygoing fam i l i al cl i mate and less puniti ve,
more love-oriented techn i ques of discipl i ne than their
less masculine pee rs . (M ussen and Di stler, 1960, p. 99)
The studies of Sea rs , P. ( 1953), Fan dura and Hust on ( 1962) ,
and Mussen and Dist l er (1960) all f ound that nu r tu r an ce or wa rmth
of the same-sex parent toward the chi ld is an important fa ctor i n
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the development of an identification for the appropriate sex role .
Sears, P. (1953) as well as Mussen and Distler (1960) concluded that
permissiveness, and a less-punitive familial climate were also important in aiding the development of the appropriate sex-rol e identification.
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The Child Development Labo rato ri es are operated by the Department of Family and Ch il d Development at Utah State Un i versity .
There are three classrooms wi th a central ki tchen and work area .
All three classrooms share an outs i de playground with a vari ety of
permanent equipment i tems suitable for a varie ty of uses .

Ea ch

room is equipped with child-s i ze tables, chairs, shelves, si nks,
and toilets .

Standard pieces of equ i pment in each room are a jungle

gym, a fully equipped doll house area, and hollow-wooden bl ocks, as
well as a variety of small wood un i t-blocks .

Lockers are provi ded

so that each child has a separate place to put his wraps .

In

addition to the equipment which is standard in each room, the re i s
also a wide variety of manipulative toys.

These toys , science

materials, musical instruments, sensory med i a, etc., are shared
among the rooms and used as teach i ng aids .
The toilets in each room are not separated from the other
areas by any physical barri ers .

The children are free to use

these facil iti es whenever they need to do so .
privacy from observation or company.

These to il ets l ack

Many times toi l eting become s

a social experience as two children sit si de-by-side and casua lly
converse .

No taboo, sign i f i cance, or restriction impedes oppos ite

sexes from to i let i ng at the same t ime or merel y observing one another .
In these class rooms to il eting is t reated as natu rally as wash i ng one' s
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hands, with no particular sex s ig ni ficance attached to i t .

Befo re

departing for excursions (which occur at least five t i mes eve ry 10
weeks) all children are encouraged to to i let .

Consequently, a lmost

all of the children use the facil i t i es at some time dur i ng a 10-week
period.
Each classroom has at least one wall equ i pped wi th one-way
glass behind which are observation booths.

These booths are

utilized by university students studying child development and are
usually occupied while the children are in the rooms.

Louvered or

screened openings below and above the glass allow for movement of
sound between the room and observation booths .

Consequently, the

children are occassionally aware of observers as a result of the ir
infrequent disturbance .
The three rooms accommodate six groups of 20 children ea ch.

The

children are i n the nursery four days a week, for two and one-half
hours each of the four days . The hours are such that they do not
accommodate the work i ng mother , and no children attend on Fri days .
There are four student teachers for each group of 20 children.

One

faculty supervisor also serves in each group with a ratio of f ive
adults to 20 children .
The laboratories are structured with a recent emphasis on
cognitive development with specific concern for development of
concepts.

Acquisition of positive social skills among peers and in

group learning situations are also goals of the program .

Each

piece of equipment wh i ch i s avail able for the ch i ldren's use duri ng
free play is des igned to teach and reinforce one spec i f i c concept.
During the free play t i me, which vari es each day from one to one and
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one-half hours at di fferent intervals, the teachers in teract freely
with the children . Through their conversati on the teache rs wil l
attempt to teach or to reinforce the concepts taught by the equ1pment ,
as well as to encourage conversation and promote l anguage and soc i al
development .

They help the children learn self-control and soc i al

skills.
Each of the four student teachers serves as a head teacher for
two separate weeks during a 10-week quarter .

During th is t ime the

student serving as head teacher will, in conference with her supervisor, plan the activities, room arrangement, and equ i pment for the
week.

A central concept is selected to be taught during the week and

is reinforced through excursions, visitors, room equipment, di sp lays,
and group activities.

At least five concepts are taught each

quarter, and reinforced by activities of science, music, and food .
In addition, sensory media and creative art experiences are a regula r
part of the school week . Songs and fingerplays are used every day to
reinforce language skills.
The child development laboratories are util i zed as teach i ng
facilities for training preschool education teachers and for research .
Daily schedules vary with the activities planned for each day.
However, standard to every school day is a flexible amount of free
play .

Alternation of qu i et and act ive activities is utilized to

meet the children's physica l needs without the use of a formal rest
period.

All scheduling is sens i tive to the attention span, cognit i ve

level, and emotional needs of the group and of individual children i n
the group .

Juice is served each day .

The chi ldren generally are

called together at least once a day for some type of group activ i ty
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in which everyone is expected to pa r t ici pate . These range from
science, music, or food expe ri en ces, to exc urs i ons, visitors, stori es ,
and art .

In addition, many act ivi t i es are present i n the r oom each

week in which the children may choose to pa r t ici pate or not, as they
select the activities in wh ic h they are i nterested, and i n do i ng so
omit others .
Each room is arranged in di fferent, di st i nct areas .

Qu i et areas

such as music, reading, and manipulat i ve toys are separated from the
more active blocks, jungle gym, doll house, and large muscle equ i pment .
Specific limits are set on each area wh i ch vary among t he s ix groups .
All aspects of effect i ve room arrangement such as lighting, accessl bility, space, etc . , are utilized in placement of the equ i pment and
definition of the areas .

Order, classification, and di scrimi nation

are of primary concern i n the ar r angement of equipment in the r ooms .
Each material has its own place in the room near othe r materials of
the same general class i f ication .

Di scri mination i s required for the

children to return their equipment to its designated place i n the
room and is taught through categori zation of the room and the
arrangement of materials and supplies .

The sample cons i sted of 20 children, 10 boys and 10 girl s , ages
three to five attending what is called the East Laboratory of the
University nursery schoo l .
group other than themsel ves ,

Thi s sample i s not representative of any
The subjects were selected prim arily

because of the ir fa mili arity wit h the expe ri menter .

In th i s part i c-

ular classroom, the experi mente r was also the facu lty supervisor and,
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consequently, was ab l e to be with thes e children in the nurse ry school
situation five weeks before t he actua l testi ng began .

Because th1s

investigation in truded into an area of sens itive fee lings , of which
children of this age group are j us t becoming aware, i t was felt that
th e children would be shy and ret icent i n vo l untee ri ng their unde r stand i ngs.

As a result any attempt to tap their knowledge in this

area, it was believed, must be conducted i n a situat i on as famil i ar
and natural as possible .

Consequently, the sample was selected on the

basis of familiarity with the experimenter rather than f or rep resentativeness .
Another factor influencing the selection of an ent ire class was
ease in facilitat ing the use of the familiar classroom for coll ection
of data.

To achie ve maxim um possible naturalness in the experimental

situation, it was felt that testing should ideally occu r in the
subjects' accustomed surroundings .

Introduction to the expe rimen t al

situation as a tota l group, and pa r ticipation of each class member,
would all ow fo r pri vacy of the experimenter and subject whi le the child
was abl e to remain in familiar su rro und i ngs . Group stress on all
having a turn in the exper imenta l situation would also minimize t he
prob l em of reluctance of some children, especially boys, to part ic1 pate .
Thus, a combination of familiar surro un di ngs and a person wi th whom
t he ch ildren were comfortable and felt secure were the major criteri a
for se lec t ion of the sample .
The children in the sampled classroom were all f rom the Cache
Vall ey area wh i ch surrounds Utah State University .

In th is part ic u-

l ar group, the ir fathers ' occupation rang es from phys ici an and professor to merchant.

Seventeen of the 20 children were placed in t he
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laboratory from a waiting list .

Applicat ions for admittance of

children are usually made when the children are very young because
most of the children are accepted in order of application from this
list.

Not all children are admitted from the regular waiting list.

A "spec ial" category is provided to allow for entrance of newcomers
to the commun ity, and children who need the labo ratory experience,
or are needed in the program .
admitted as "specials:"

Three children in this group were

two because of late arrival to the area

and one because his speech is not clearly understandable .

All of

these children are from intact homes exce pt two boys whose mother is
a divorcee who has remarried.

The ch ildren range in age from 3-0 to

5-0.

This group had toileted in the open situation in the laboratory,
with both sexes, for at least five weeks previous to testing.

Only

two, one of each sex, had shown any hesitance to toilet with a child
or children of the other sex near .

All of the children had been in

the doll house to play for varying lengths of time during the five
weeks previous to testing.

Playing "house" •.vas a favorite game which

was frequently carried over to the jungle gym.

Six dolls of neuter

sex were available and in use, as well as facilities for bathing and
dressing them.

Both boys and girls had enjoyed playing with the dolls.

None of the children had been exposed to dolls with distinct genital
characteristics prior to the research experience.
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Instr uments
For the prel i mi nary block pl ay s i tuation a set of si x blocks
two inches square were used .
enough to contain them .

They we re i n an open box j ust l arge

On the different si des of the bl ocks were

painted blue shapes of varying size and form .

The bl ock s we re

designed to teach the concepts of "circle" and "squa re," and
"inside" and "outside . " However, i n this situation the shapes on
the blocks were described merel y as des i gns .
The dolls used for collecting the data were 24 inches long with
short blond hair .

Both are made of rubber and are very nearly

exactly alike except one has the male genital and the other the
female genital.

Care was taken to control the factor of ha ir l ength

and style so that the hair could not be used by the subjects as a
method of differentiating the dolls .

The female doll's ha ir was cut

to be as similar to the male's ha ir as possible .
Four sets of doll clothes were used .

Two sets consisted of

red cordoroy, long slacks or pants, with straps and a red chec ked,
button-down-the-front shirt .

A f ly was stitched on the slacks or

pants to make them more mascu li ne .

The other two sets of cl othes

consisted of two dresses and match i ng underpants.

Four sets we re

used so that both dolls could be dressed as one sex i f the subject
made no differenti ation between them as to sex .
A small can of baby powde r was also used, to have the children
powder the genitals of the dolls .
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The pilot study was conducted in what is called the North
Laboratory of the Un i vers i ty nu rs ery school . Therefore, th is was a
completely different group of children than those used in the actual
study, although they possessed some characteristics i n common with
the selected sample.

Both groups of ch i ldren were ass i gned to thei r

specific room and hour f rom the same waiting list and lis t of
"specials . " Each room contains simi lar open toileti ng situat io ns
making both groups uniform in th is specific and important area .
The testing of the pi lot group was conducted in the doll house
area of the classroom .

The two nude dolls and the four sets of

clothes were placed on the child-size table in the doll house .

No

screen or physical barrier was used to separate the doll house
from the remainder of the room other than the usual arrangement of
the doll house equipment .

It was decided that the children would

feel more free to go to the unfamiliar experimenter and the dolls
if they were not required to enter a strange or secluded env i ronment .
Open to view the remainder of the room, the subject would be more at
ease with the strange situati on and experimenter .
As the subject entered the doll house, he was introduced to
the new dolls and seated near them at the table.

He was then

instructed that they were pretending that the dolls had just had
a bath and were told that they could powder the dolls .

When

gi ven the can of powder the subj ect was free to powder the dolls
as he wished .

Next the subject was tola that al though they were

not go i ng to dress the do ll s, he could chose the clothes he wou l d
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put on them if he were going to dress them . After selecting from
the four sets of clothes, the subject was asked for each doll why
he chose those particular clothes .

If the subject answered by g1vi ng

the sex of the dolls, he was asked how he could tell . Then the
subject was dismissed with a "Thank you" and a suggest i on of
pursuing another activity in the room .
Only the first two children tested were inv i ted by the experimenter to go with her into the doll house to see the new dolls .
All other children tested in the pilot study were invited by the
faculty supervisor for the room to go to the doll house area to see
the dolls.

This was done partly because of the lack of cooperation

received by the experimenter with the hope that the faculty supervisor would be more successful in eliciting the participation of the
children in light of her familiarity with them.

Another reason for

this procedure was the refusal of the children in the doll house
area to leave the experimenter and free her to extend the invitation
to participate to the other children .
The first child to be tested was a girl age 3-10 . She chose
the slacks for both dolls; but, when the experimenter pointed to
the male doll and asked her the reason for chosing slacks for that
doll, she replied, "It's a boy . " Her reply to a similar query
concerning the female doll was, "It's a girl."

However, when asked

why the male doll was a boy, she simply answered, "Cause," and stared
at the male doll's genital .
A boy, 4-10, was tested next .
When asked why, he di dn't answer .

He chose dresses for both do ll s "
He was extremely i nterested in

powdering the dolls and wanted to go ahead and dress them . He
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refused to leave the doll house .

Later he identified correctly the

sex of the dolls, but with no reason except, "Cause."
A group of five girls gathered around and the experimenter
was unable to isolate them .

Consequently, they were tested one at

a time with an attempt to isolate the answers as much as possible .
The responses were as follows .
Girl, 3-3:

chose male pants for both dolls and gave no response

to the question of why.
Girl, 3-7:

chose male pants for both dolls and labeled each

doll with the appropri ate sex but did not know how to tell why .
Girl, 3-9:

chose dresses for both dolls and said, "It's a

girl," for both dolls .
Girl, 3-11:

selected a dress for both dolls and labeled each

doll with the appropriate sex and explained that the one doll was a
boy because he, "Has one of these," pointing to the genital of the
male doll.
Girl, 4-3 :
the female doll.

selected a dress for the male doll and pants for
She appeared unaware of the differences between the

dolls.
Two boys, both 4-0, came over to the dolls but one remained
only long enough to look at the dolls and the other stayed to powder
the dolls and then left refusing to choose clothes .

The other 10

present in the classroom refused to come to the doll house .
Four of the seven children tested i n the pilot study were able
to identify correctly the sex of the dolls although only one was
able to verbalize this knowledge .

The other three were seemi ngly

unaware of any sex differences between the dolls.
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One possible factor influencing the higher proportion of recognition of the sex differences in the dolls in the pilot study may
have been that the one girl, 3-ll, who pointed out the gen i tal
difference between the dolls was one of the first questioned .

Fi ve

of the other six tested were si tting around the dolls when she po i nted
out this insight .

Two other subjects subsequently labeled each do ll

with the appropriate sex, but could not explain why .

The responses

of these two were probably prompted by the earlier response of the one
girl, 3-ll.
The original bel i ef of the author in the necessity of the
subjects to be familiar with the experimenter was affirmed by the
pilot study .

The almost complete refusal of the boys to participate

was a strong indication that the confidence of the subject must be
obtained before they would feel free to participate in the research
and volunteer their understandings concerning the genital differences
between the dolls .

The majority of the children in the pi lot study

had seen and even worked and played with the experimenter at least
four separate days in the previous 10-week period .

Consequently, the

experimenter was not a complete stranger to them but a remembered
visitor.

Nevertheless, this casual acquaintance was not suffic i ent

to overcome the barriers that obstructed their participation in the
experimental situation .

Therefore, it was decided that a deeper,

nore intimate familiarity with the experimenter that could come only
in a constant teacher-child relationship was necessary to gain the
: ooperation of the subjects .
Another assumpti on supported by the pilot study was the
idditional advantages of using an entire classroom for the sample .
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With the full class participating, the necessity of all taking their
turn could be stressed and more easily enforced by the experimenterteacher, usually accepted as a directing f i gure .

Presented in a

manner which would give the subject essentially no choice whethe r
to participate, there would exist a hi gher probability of obtain i ng
the cooperation of the entire samp le .

Because everyone i n the class-

room is given the opportunity of going into the experimental situation,
it would be much easier to educate the children to the necessity of
waiting their turn and allowi ng the experimenter and subject complete
privacy .

Also, the general understanding the group possesses

concerning the experimental situation would aid i n eliciting part ici pation of the sample as well as privacy for the experimenter and
subject.

It became evident in the pilot study that this type of

group cooperation could not be effectively obtained when the entire
classroom was not oriented to the research and used in the sample .
It proved impossible to ma i ntain any degree of privacy between the
subject and the experimenter du ri ng the pilot study .

Consequently,

the responses given could not be relied upon as accurate .
A separate factor of privacy for the subject and experi mente r,
confirmed by the pilot study, was the necessity of a screen of some
type to aid in separating the experimenter and subject from the group
without isolating them completely .

It was decided to proceed with

previous intentions of us i ng a screen to partially separate the doll
house from the remainder of the room .
It was the initial intention of the author to precede the actual
collection of data with a block pl ay situation structured similar to
the doll play experi ence which would follow . The purposes of such a
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mock research s i tuati on would be to acquaint the chil dren with an
experimental situation, its structure and content .

Hopeful ly, this

would be a pleasant experi en ce with masculine overtones which woul d
put the subjects at ease in th i s strange s i tuat i on and ma ke them
less hesitaDt to parti cipate in the research .

The pi lot study

pointed to a need for both fam ili ari ty of the subjects wi th the new
experimental situation and a masculine lead to motivate pa r t ici pat io n
on the part of the boys .
Following the pilot study the author concluded that i t would
be more effective to have the subjects powder specifically the gen i tal
area of the dolls rather than the body in general .

In this way

particular notice of the genital area would take place without the
subjects' attention being lost in the larger expanse of the dolls'
entire bodies .

During the pilot study, powdering the dolls became

the major focus of the subjects' attentions rather than serving as
an aid to recognition of the gen i tal differences between the dolls .
One factor contributi ng to this situation was the amount of powder
that flew from the si x small holes of the can each time a subject
i nverted it .

The dolls were blanketed with powder, thereby obstruct-

ing observation of the genital areas, rathe r than serv i ng to focus
on the structural differences of the dolls in these areas .

The refore,

three of the six holes were covered for the actual collection of
data which followed .
Another i ns i ght uncove red by the pilot study was the i dea of
the experi menter po i nting directly at the genitals of each doll as a
question was directed to the subject concerning that particular doll .
This salient factor would draw additional notice to the area under
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investigation without overtly verbalizing the focus of attention .
The pilot study reaffirmed the author's belief that the do l ls
were the same except for the genital di fferences .

The attent i on of

the subjects was focused on the gen ital areas of the dolls as they
seemed unaware of the other areas of the dolls' bod i es .

In add i t io n,

all of the sex differences exp l ai ned were in terms of the gen i ta ls of
the dolls with no mention of other differences .
This preliminary tria l prov i ded the experimenter wi th a helpfu l
experience in admin i stering the test and asking the subj ects for
their responses.

Prior to the actual collection of data the subjects were told
as a group that although they do many things together, as a group,
sometimes they do things with j ust one teacher and one child .

They

were told that in the next peri od of several days, all of them would
have a turn to go with the experimenter alone, first to play with
some blocks and later to the doll house .

It was stressed that they

would all need to take the ir turn to come with the experi mente r
alone .
The attention of the children was drawn to the coming experi mental situation for three major reasons:

(l) to stress the necessity

for all to participate, (2) to bu i ld curiosity and enthusiasm in
connection with their anticipated participation, and (3) to emphas i ze
that the experience was for only one child and the experimenter at
one time .

It was felt that a previ ew of the expe ri ence to come would

elicit anticipation of thei r com i ng participation by the subjects and
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aid in obtaining their cooperation for the research.

It was also

hoped that such an introduction to the scope and import of the
research situation would help in obtaining the support of the male
subjects .

Giving the subjects advance knowledge of their future

participation structured the situation in such a way that the
subjects understood in advance that their participation was not
optional, but only a matter of when they had their turn.

In this

manner cooperation of the entire sample would be reasonably assured.
Privacy for the experimenter and subject was essential for
reliability of findings.

Any clues conveyed to the subject being

tested by an observing subject would invalidate the results .

Presen-

tation of the coming experimental situation to the group with stress
on the experience being for the experimenter and only one child at a
time allowed for greater assurance of privacy in the situations to
follow .

An important factor to obtaining this type of cooperation

from the subjects was satisfactory assurance that each subject would
be able to have their own individual opportunity in the situation.
High curiosity was an additional factor present in this age
group which required adequate manipulation .
drawn to the unfamiliar .

These children are

If the experimental situation were

structured with enough unknown to draw out the subjects' curiosity
without eliciting an over-reactive response of fear, conditions
would be ideal for obtaining the cooperation of the subjects .

For

this reason the experimental task was briefly stated to make it
appealingly familiar wi thout explaining in detail the actual
exercise the .subjects would execute .

It was felt that this amount

of introduction would overshadow any fear of the new situation and
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arouse enough curios i ty in the subjects to make them eager to
participate .

However, enthus i astic, anticipant subjects present

an additional dilemma if they fa il to wait their turn to ente r the
experimental situation .

Therefore, the structure of the situation

with only one child with the experimenter at a time was essent i al
to the introduction.
Following the introduction a sol i d screen approximately 4 feet
high was placed in a corner of the classroom and behind i t was
placed a child-size table, two chairs and the blocks .

The screen

did not completely isolate the expe r imenter and subject from the
remainder of the room,but it allowed them to be separate from the
group.

The blocks were placed on the table and the box next to them .

The subject was shown that the blocks had different designs on each
side and then instructed to put the blocks back into the box making
any design he wished .

When the blocks were replaced in the box, the

subject was rewarded with verbal approval from the experimenter,
thanked, and excused to play in the room .
The major purpose of the block play situati on was to give the
subjects experience in the experimental situat i on .

It was des i gned

to provide the subjects with a simple task with a correct response
as the only expected result, so that success would be assured .

The

task was planned wi th the i ntent of be i ng s i mple and requ i ring onl y
a small amount of time.
connotation .

Blocks were selected for their masculine

The comb i nat i on of these factors, it was felt, would

provide the subjects with a pleasant and successful experience in an
experimental situat i on .

Th e ex pe rie nce they would gain would make

them more confident and at ease in the expe ri mental setting to
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follow .

It was believed that the block play experience should also

help dissipate any apprehens ion toward the new type of situation
felt by any of the subjects .

The mascul i ne overtones of the first

experience with the experimenta l si tuation was i ntended to present
the setting as one equally acceptable for boys as girls .

The

experience was also for the purpose of help ing the experimenter
become aware of any specific apprehensions of individual subjects
and to provide her with a preliminary opportunity to deal with them,
before the actual collection of data began.

The experimenter would

then be aware of potential problems that might arise during the genuine
research and be prepared to cope with them satisfactorily without
interfering with the resultant findings.
The first subjects were tested during the free play period at
the end of the day .

It was found that for some of the subjects th is

was not a good time for they were tired and inattentive .

Consequently,

it was decided that all future testing would be done as they arrived
in the morning.

The majority of the subjects were very anxious to take

their turn with the experimenter .

They would wait their turn on

the opposite side of the screen and clamo ur to be next when one
subject left.

However, two (one boy and one girl) were apprehensive

and expressed a fear of not being able to do the task .
The girl seemed hes itant as she went behind the screen and sat
stiffly, as the experimenter explained the task.

When the explanation

was finished she sat rigidly silent and made no motion to attempt the
task .

Reassurance that it did not matter how she replaced the blocks

had no visible effect .

Then she hea r d some of the children play i ng

on the other side of the screen ; and she poked he r head around the
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screen and greeted them .

She then moved to retreat from the uncom-

fortable experimental situati on to the familiar play room and activ i ties.

As she started to leave the experimenter told her she needed

to put the blocks in the box befor e she went to play wi th the other
children.

She returned to the tab le, pi cked up the blocks one at a

time and with jerky movements she placed the blocks in the box
twisting them in her hands and mechanica l ly muttering, "I don't
know which way to put it," over a nervous laugh .

She replaced the

blocks, hesitated a moment to glance at the completed task and
hurried out to play .
The boy refused when asked the first time to go to the blocks.
He said, "I can't do it ."

The second time he was unoccupied when

invited, and with persuasion he agreed to go behind the screen with
the experimenter .

He listened to the instructions and then very

deliberately turned the blocks over i n his hands as he decided
which design to put up .

He fin i shed the task and left without rush.

The block play situation did serve the purposes for which it
was included.

It proved to be a successful and enjoyable situation

for all the subjects .

They were all more at ease the second time

they encountered the experimental situation in the doll house than
they had been in the prev i ous block play situation .

For those

children who were initially fr i ghtened of the situation, it gave
them confidence and helped them to feel at ease .

The subjects

rece i ved a positive attitude toward the experimental situation and
were more eager to participate i n a similar situation later in the
doll house .

All of the boys except one came to the doll house

following th is without re l uctance i n contrast to the refusal of the
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boys in the pilot study .

It appears that the block play situation

served as an adequate mascul i ne i ntroduction to recruit the part i cipation of the boys into the expe ri mental situation in the doll
house .

The experimenter was subsequent ly able to entice the subjects

into the experimental situati on wh il e invoking their anticipation
and enthusiasm.
This preliminary exerc i se also helped the children to learn
that they were not to go behind the screen until invited by the
experimenter .

They realized that they really would have the

opportunity to take the i r turn and were, as a result, more willing
to wait.

Privacy for the experimenter and subject increased as the

testing in the block play situation progressed.
From the block play experience it was learned that it was
better to test only a few children per day, as this aided in creating
a relaxed and responsive environment surrounding the experimental
situation .

Early morning testing was found to be characterized with

a more relaxed atmosphere and more responsive subjects.
For the purposes of this research project, the doll house was
set up in the north corner of the laboratory.

This area was selected

because it was the most isolated, to allow for maximum privacy .
A dividing screen approxima tely 4 feet high was placed in such a way
as to allow additional privacy wi thout isolating the experimenter
and the subject completely from the remainder of the room .

This was

the same screen used to separate the experimenter and subject during
the introductory block play situat i on which preceded the actual
collection of data .
A child-size table was used, on which to place the two dolls and
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the four sets of clothes, during the testing situations .

Two child-

sized chairs were used, one for the subject and one for the exper1menter .

The dolls were placed side-by-side on the table with their

legs raised exposing their gen i tal regions which were placed near the
edge of the table by the chair where the subject was seated .

The

clothes were placed on the right side of the dolls in two rows .
each row was a dress, and a shirt and slacks outfit.
clothes were diagonal to one another .

In

Matching sets of

The arrangement of the clothes

with respect to proximity to the dolls was changed periodically
during the collection of data to control for the placement of the set
of clothes nearest the subject on the first doll.

The can of powder

was held by the experimenter except while the subject was powdering
the dolls .
The subject was seated directly facing the two dolls in such a
way that he was confronted with the genitals of the dolls.

The

subject was then instructed that these were the experimenter's new
dolls and that they were going to pretend that the dolls had just
had a bath.

Then the experimenter asked them if they knew what they

did with dolls after they have a bath.

Regardless of the yes, no, or

silent answer, the experimenter continued.
so they won't get diaper rash .

We powder their bottoms

The experimenter then gave the subject

the can of powder and instructed them they should powder the dolls'
bottoms.

The subjects were generally eager for this experience and

many took great care in rubbing the powder in thoroughly .

The subject

was the n told that although they were not going to dress the dolls,
they were going to decide which clothes to put on the dolls if they
were going to dress them .

The experimenter then drew the subject's
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attention to the clothes and explaine d that they had two pair of
shirts and s l acks and two dress es .

The n turning to the dol ls and

poi nti ng to the gen i tal area of one at a time the expe rimenter
asked the subject which clothes they should put on each .

As each

choice was made, the set chosen was placed on top of the doll .
Pointing again to the gen i tal area of the dolls one at a t i me, the
experimenter asked the subje ct why he chose those particula r cl othes
for the do l l.

If the subject responded by identifying the sex of

the doll, the experimente r then asked how he could tell . The same
procedure was used for all the subjects even though t hey identified
the sex of the dolls before chasing the clothes.

After test i ng the

first 12 subjects and firiding only three at all aware of the gen i tal
difference, it was decided to add to the end of the interview of the
last eight the questi on, "Is one of the dolls a boy or are they both
girls ?" to see if any add iti onal clues to their awareness appea re d.
The atmosphere of the i nter vi ew was very relaxing and free.
The corne r position of the doll house isolated the subject and
experimenter from the dist ract i on of the room noise as well as
from the other children .

The sub ject and experimenter were completely

alone with the reassuring hum of the classroom in the background .
The children were aga i n eager to have their turn, yet pat i ent
in waiting, occupying themselves until told it was their turn .

It

was the same two children who refused their turn when first asked .
The boy peeked i nto t he doll house area once and saw the dolls and
doll clothes .

When t he experimenter was talking to him and letti ng

hi m know he cou ld have hi s turn the f ollow ing day, he f irml y
reiterated that he did not want a tu r n.

Told that he would need to
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take his turn he asked, "Why?" Then he said he didn't want to dress
dolls, so the experi menter explained he wouldn't have to dress them
but only choose the clothes he would dress them in and powder the
dolls.

To this he smi led and asked where the powder was . The

following day when to l d i t was hi s turn he again said he didn't
want to go .

However, when the experi menter took his hand he walked

without objection to the do l l house .

The girl, although a little

apprehensive,consented to have her turn on the second day .
The screen was used to allow for add i tional pri vacy to the
experimenter and subject during the testi ng situation and to provide
for an element of continuity between the block play situation and the
doll house experience .

The screen had come to represent to the

subjects the experimental situation and they understood that they
were to wait to enter behind the screen until invited by the
experimenter .
The dolls were placed as near the subject as possible to
facilitate the subject's observation of them .

They were arranged

so that the dolls' genitals were facing the subject so that the
subject's primary focus of attenti on was on the area under investigation .

With the dolls in th i s pos i tion, it was almost impossible

for most of the subjects to see over the dolls to observe the
remainder of the dolls' bod i es, including their faces and hair.
Consequently, their only opportuni ty to view the total doll was
when the subject entered the doll house and sat down and again when
they rose to leave .

Th i s pos i tion of the dolls also made it easier

for the subject to powde r the gen i tal area of the dolls .
The clothes were pla ced near the dolls for convenience in
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selection later in the i nterv i ew.

To the right s i de of both dolls,

they were fairly inaccessible to the subject before it came time to
use them .

In this way the subject's attention was focused on the

dolls until it came time to choose the cl othes .

The arrangement

and frequent rearrangement of the placement of the clothes i n
relation to their proxi mity to the dolls was intended to cont r ol
the subject's selection of cloth es on the basis of proximity
convenience.

This appea r ed to serve i ts purposes as the subjects

most frequently chose the clothes from the closest row, but with
numerous variations.
The entire interview was structured to draw attention to the
genital differences between the dolls and to discover the subject's
understanding of the significance of these differences in as natural
and convenient a manner as poss i ble .

Having the subject powder the

genitals and the experimenter subsequently pointing to the genital
areas of the dolls as each was referred to were direct attempts to
draw attention to the genital areas of the dolls and to assure that
the subjects noticed and observed these specific areas .

The subjects

were asked to select the clothes for the dolls on the assumption that
they would be able to select sex-appropriate clothes for each doll if
they recognized and understood the ir sex .
The questions which followed were to be an additional check of
the subject's actual knowledge concerning the sex of the dolls .

In

req uiring an explanation for the subject's selection of clothes, a
check was possible to determine whether selection was made on the
basis of a recognition of the do lls ' sex or merely on whim or at
random.

If the subject did not recognize the sex of the dolls, his
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selection of clothes would carry no sex signif icance .

Therefore,

a subject's selecti on of slacks fo r the male dol l and dress for the
female doll would not necessarily i nd i cate a recognition of the dolls'
sexes .
The dolls were merely powdered and not bathed and powdered
because it was felt that fo r the boys and younger subjects bath i ng
the dolls was too lengthy, tedious, and difficult a task .

Recogn i tion

of the genital areas of the do ll s was the major objective, and i t was
felt that this could be accomplished by simply powder i ng the dolls
and that the bath was not essent i al to th i s recognition .

Simply

selecting the clothes to dress the dolls and placing them on the
dolls was chosen over actually dress i ng them because dressing a doll
requires fine muscle and eye-hand coordination not yet developed i n
the majority of the subjects . Also, dress i ng the dolls would cover
the genital area and obstruc t i ts fu r the r observati on dur i ng subsequent discussion . Just powdering and choosing the clothes also
shortened the task to accommodate the often short attention span of
this age group at a teacher-ass i gned task.
Thus, the task was des i gned to draw maximum attention to the
gen i tal area of the dolls and to draw from the subjects in as natural
and comfortable a manner as

poss i bl e their recognition of the gen i tal

differences and understand i ng of its signific ance .

The task was

simpl i fied as much as poss i ble to allow for the varying degrees of
physical and emot i onal matu ri ty of the subjects . The structure of the
s i tuation was also des i gned to be as relaxed, pleasant,and comfortable
as poss i ble so that the subJects wou l d feel f ree to volunteer their
understandings of the gen i tal di fferences of the dolls .
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FIND INGS
The results of the test ing fa il ed to fully validate either of
the hypotheses .

Of the 20 subjects only four were able to identify

the male and female dolls on the basis of their genita l structure
only .

All four made it clear that they were distinguishing the dolls

on the basis of their gen itals, and three were able to talk specifically about this differentiat i on .

They were very open and frank

about the differences in the dolls .

The fourth seemed uncomfortable

in the experimental situation as he sat stiff and silent .

Usually a

very verbal child, he was unable to verbally express himself under
these circumstances .
Of the four subjects who were able to distinguish the sex of
the dolls, only three selected the appropriate clothes for them .
The fourth subject chose a dress for the male doll and male slacks
for the female doll .

Anything less than a uniform response on this

item cannot be accepted as fully validating the hypothesis that the
subjects can select appropr ia te clothes for the male and female
dolls .

The wide variety of selections by those subjects who did

not recognize the sex difference between the dolls shows an apparent
absense of sex si gn i ficance attached to male slacks and dresses
when they are associated with dolls perceived as the same sex.
Two of the four who recognized the genital differences between
the dolls did so almost immediately on seeing the dolls .

As they

entered the doll house and sat down, they f irst poi nted to the
genitals of the dolls one at a time and verbalized the sex of each
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doll.

Th e third subject first comment ed, "They ' re the same," making

the differentiation only afte r sitting down and powdering the dolls'
genitals .

Indication of the awarenes s of the fourth came only when

he pointed at the dolls ' ge nitals as a r eason for his clothes
selection .

The first three seemed comfo rtable and free in discussing

the genital differences with the expe rimenter .

However, the fourth,

normally most verbal, was i nh i bited by some unseen, undefinable
barrier which, nevertheless, is easily understood .

The def i ni te and

overt responses of the four leave l i ttle doubt that each was aware
of the sex differences of the dolls and that this awareness was
based on an understanding of the genital differences.
Those who gave no indication of recognizing any sex difference
between the dolls appeared to the experimenter to be completely
impervious to the existence of any difference between the dolls .
As they sat facing the genitals of the dolls, unavoidably viewing
them during the entire interview, all possessed blank, ma tter-of-fact
expressions absent of any light of wonderment or questioning .

During

the interview as they powdered the dolls' gen i tals and selected the
clothes, the same expression pers isted .

Then when the experimenter

pointed a third time to the genitals of each doll and asked the
subject why he had selected those particular clothes for that doll,
the subjects looked first at the experimenter and then at the dolls
and back at the experimenter with one of two responses .

The most

common, 15, was a 1ook which seemed to say, "Just because ,

Why

should there by any other reason? " The second response was to supply
the experimenter with a spec i fic reason almost as though that was
what they felt was expected of them .

The divers ity in clothes choices
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and the absense of any sex di fferent i ating responses by any in th i s
group supports the assumption that these subjects were unable to
distinguish the male and female dol l s on the basis of genital cues
only .
The individual responses of the subjects were as follows .
Girl, 4-1:

chose dresses for both dolls.

Her reason was,

"Cause this one's the twin sister to it," indicating the female doll
was the twin of the male doll .
Girl, 4-2:

remarked as she entered the doll house, "This is

a little boy," and she pointed to the male doll.

When the experiment-

er asked her how she could tell she replied, "Cause look," and pointed
directly to the male genital of the doll.

Then she turned to the

female doll and exclaimed, "This is a little girl," and pointed
directly to the doll's genital .

After powdering the dolls she chose a

dress for the male doll and male slacks for the female doll.
Girl, 3-9 :

selected dresses for both.

Her reply as to why

she chose those particular clothes for the male doll was, "Cause
think she's cute," and for the female doll, "Cause I think she's cute,
too . "
Boy, 3-7:

selected a dress for the male doll and male slacks

for the female doll.

He took great care in powdering the genitals

of the dolls; but when asked the reason for his choice of clothes for
the do 11 s, he rep 1i ed frankly, "I don't know-."
Boy, 3-0:

chose dresses for both dolls.

He had no special

reason for his selection.
Boy, 4-0:

chose dresses for both .

He had no special reason for

his choice .
Girl, 3-8:

selected a dress for the male doll and male slacks
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for the female doll.

Her reply to why she made that particular

selection was, "Just because . "
Girl, 4-2:

chose a dress for the male doll and male slacks

for the female doll .
Boy, 3-8:

She had no special reason for her selection .

pointed immediately to the genitals of the female

doll and exclaimed, "This is a little girl," and then pointed to the
genitals of the male doll and remarked, "This is a little boy."

He

smiled and laughed a little and repeated his statements, "A little
girl.

A little boy," several times as though it were a new game he

had just discovered . When asked which clothes he wanted to put on
the male doll, he replied, "Boy's clothes," and chose the male slacks.
In response to the same question with regard to the female doll, he
replied, "Girl clothes," and chose a dress.
Girl, 3-6 :

chose male slacks for the male doll and a dress for

the female doll.

Her answer when asked her reason for her choice was

a blank expression which appeared to mirror total unawareness .
Girl, 4-10 :

selected dresses for both dolls.

She had no

special reason for her selection.
Girl, 4-8:

remarked as she first entered the doll house,

"They 're the same."

After she sat down and powdered the dolls,

she remarked, "A boy and a girl."

Asked which one the male doll was

(phrased, "Which one is this?" and pointing to the male doll's
genital) she replied, "It's the boy . " In reply to the same question
regarding the female doll, she said, "It's the girl."

Her response to

the question of why each doll was the specified sex was simply , "Cause,"
in both cases .

She chose male slacks for the male doll and a dress

for the female doll .
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Boy, 4-9 :
doll house .

told the experi mente r he did not want to go to the

He was the same sub ject who r esisted going into the

block play situation .

Howeve r , he did not resist going with the

experimenter when she took his hand and began walking towards the
doll house .

Once in the doll house he appeared relaxed and seemed to

enjoy the experience .

He chose male slacks for both dolls with no

special reason for his choice.

When asked if one of the dolls was

a boy or if both were girls, he replied, "Both girls . "
Girl, 4-1:

although hesitant and uneasy in the block play

situation , she came to the doll house without hesitation and appeared
at ease in the experimental situation .

She chose male slacks for

both dolls with no special reason for her selection.

She also

replied that both dolls were, "Girls."
Girl, 4-8:

chose dresses for both dolls, "So they can be

twins . " She replied that the dolls were, "Both girls."
Boy, 3-7:
the fema 1e doll.

chose male slacks for the male doll and a dress for
He had no speci a 1 reason for h.i s se 1ecti on and

replied both dolls were, "Girls . " He was primarily interested in
powdering the dolls with no special recognition of or interest in
their genitals.
Boy, 4- 0:

sat rigid and silent .

He did not want to powder

the dolls but watched intently as the experimenter did.

He chose

male slacks fo r the male doll and a dress for the female doll .
When asked if he had a special reason for chosing the slacks for
the ma 1e doll he nodded and pointed to the do 11 's geni ta 1 .

He followed

the same pattern for the female doll . Asked if one was a boy he
answered , "Yes."

Then quizzed as to which one was the boy he turned
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his head away and said, "I don't know, " apparently unable to corrvnunicate
further on the topic, although he seemed to know, on the bas i s of
genital identification.
Boy, 4-1:

selected a dress f or the male doll and male slacks

for the fema 1e do 11.

He had no speci a1 reason for his se 1ecti on;

but he said, "I think they're both girl dolls . "
Boy, 3-8:
the doll house .

was a little shy and hesitant as he first entered
He stood during the explanation of the dolls being

new and sat down only upon the second invitation.

When he was asked

what to do with the dolls after they had a bath, he nodded that he
knew yet he held back and did not take the can of powder when first
offered .

After a brief pause he took the powder can in his hand and

sat as though in deep thought .

He finally smiled and said, "I'm

going to put some powder on its face," and pointed to the face of the
male doll.

He then powdered the stomach and then the face of the

male doll.

Next he powdered the genital of the male doll and rubbed

the powder in.
powder .

The female doll then rece i ved a generous amount of

He turned to the experimenter and rem arked, "And it's rea 1

powder too . " He chose a dress for the male doll and male slacks for
the female doll.

His reason for the selection was simply, "Cause."

Pointing to the genital of the female doll, the experimenter asked,
"Is this one's bottom l i ke Wendy's?"
He replied, "Yes,"

(Wendy was his new baby sister.)

The experimenter then asked the same question of

the male doll in connection with hi s genitals .

He hesitated and

appeared a little confused and f i nally answered, "No.
this (pointing to the f emale dol l 's genital).

Mine's like

And Wendy's and Kurt's

and Mommy's and Daddy ' s and eve rybody's . " As he left the doll house
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he hesitated, smiling and said, "I' m going to tell mother you have
real powder, " He said that he thought that both dolls were boys .
Boy, 3-0:

sat silent during the entire interview.

He did not

want to powder the dolls but watched intently as the experimenter did .
He chose the clothes without hes i tation on an impulse rather than
due to any premeditation . He selected a dress for the male dol l and
male slacks for the female doll .
difference in the dolls.

He did not appear to recognize any

Hi s answer as to the reason for hi s choice

was a shrug of his shoulders in both instances .

When he was asked if

one of the dolls was a boy or were they both girls, he shrugged his
shoulders and shook his head back-and-forth indicating he did not
know.
In examining the available data on the subjects in connection
with their responses of awareness or la ck of awareness of the genital
differences between the dolls, only the factor of sex of the subject
appears not to influence the probability of awareness in this
particular sample .

An equal number of each sex, two, expressed an

awareness of the genital difference while the other eight of each
subsample of 10 seemed unaware of any distinction of significance
between the dolls .
The factor of age, however, appears to exert an influence on
the child's awareness of the genital cue of sex differences between
the dolls . A considerably highe r proportion of four-year -olds, one
in four, expressed an awareness of the genital difference.

The

th ree-year-old group compares with a ratio of one in eight.

These

two comparat i ve relationships suggest an emerging awareness of genital
cues and their signifi cance in di stinguishing the sexes .

The relatively
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small number of fou r-year-o lds i nd i cating a knowledge of the impo r tan ce
of the genital structure i n di st i ngu i shi ng the sexes i nti mates that
for the major portion of th is sample this ins i ght is yet to eme rge .
Nevertheless, the knowledge expressed by the one three-yea r-old and
the three four-year-olds i nd icates that t hi s concept of sex diffe re nce
i s within the mental capacity of at l east some of this age group ; but,
for most of this sample, such an awareness i s yet to come .

It also

alludes to the importance of othe r factors besides age wh ich i nf l uen ce
the development and appea ra nce of this understanding .
The influence of siblings on the development of an awa re ness of
the significance of gen i tal cues in assigning sex to the dolls was
considered carefully .

Because all the subjects except one were from

homes with at least one othe r sibling, the import of being an only
child on this awareness of the importance of gen i tal cues i n di stin guishing the sexes could not be dependably eval uated .

However , of

the five subjects with no opposite-sex siblings, none of them
displayed an awareness of the gen ital differences between the dolls .
All four who exhib i ted an expressed awareness were from homes containi ng siblings of both sexes .

Th i s findi ng appears to show a co nnecti on

between being raised with same-sex si bl i ngs as opposed to bei ng
raised with at least one sibling of the opposite sex and the emergen ce
of an awareness of the sign ificance of genital differences in class ifyi ng the sexes .

It was also interest ing to note that of the three

children from homes containi ng only two chi ldren, one of each sex,
two of them were expressly aware of the presence and significance
of the geni tal di fferences of the dolls .

It is possible, that in

this structure of family, the awareness of the genital difference is
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more pronounced than in larger fam i lies containing both sexes .
Another s i bling inte raction wh i ch it was felt mi ght have some
bearing on genital s i gnif icance and awareness was the presence of a
new baby i n the home .
the subject .

In both cases the baby was of oppos ite sex to

However, ne ithe r su bject di splayed any awareness of

the genital di fferences between the dolls and the ir significance i n
distinguishing the sexes . This factor for these subjects, the refore,
does not appear to elicit greater awareness of the genital diffe rences
between the sexes.
In an attempt to assess the possible effects of sib l ing or de r
on awareness, the sample was divided into two groups : those who have
opposite-sex siblings adjacent to them i n birth order and those
who lack this character is tic .

Of the six subjects lacking an

opposite-sex sibling adjacent to them in birth order, none displayed
an awa reness of the genital difference of the dolls .

Th is factor

appea rs to be related to the absence of genital cue awareness i n this
sample .
In summary, four of the 20 subjects demonstrated an awareness of
the genital differences between the male and female dolls and their
significance in differentiating the sexes .

Two of these four were

boys and two girls, consequently casting doubt on the influence of
sex on such an awareness for th is sample.

However, age of the

subject appears to be si gnifi cant with one-fourth of the four-yearol ds expressing this awareness and one-eighth of the three-year-olds .
Increased age seems t o also i ncrease the probabi lity of the possess i on
of an awareness of the si gni ficance of genital cues on dis t i ngu i shing
the sex of the dolls .
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The presence of oppos i te-se x si bl i ngs in the home appears to
favor the emergence of an awareness of the presence and significance
of genital variations between a male and female doll .

Conversely,

absence of opposite-sex sibl i ngs i s correlated with an absence of
such an awareness in this sample . An opposite-sex sibling adjacent
in birth order is an additional factor which seems to improve the
probability of the possession of this awareness of genital cue
significance.

A family of two children of opposite-sex appears to

be an important influence i n genital cue awareness for this sample.
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DISCUSSION OF FINDI NGS
Contrary to the original hypothesis, most of the selected
subjects were unable to identify the male and female dolls on the
basis of genital structure .

Originally, it was felt that the

opportunities for casual observation of the genital structure of
both boys and girls, made possible by the open toileting situation
of their classroom, would aid in the identification of maleness or
femaleness on the basis of genital structures of the dolls .
However, as a result of the findings, it appears to the author that
the very naturalness of the toileting situation may be a significant
factor relating to the finding that most of the subjects displayed
no awareness of any sex differences between the dolls .

It seems

possible that because no attention is focused on the genital differences of the subjects, that because toileting is treated casually as
a natural, expected happening, the result is that the children place
no more significance on their genital differences than do their
teachers.

Viewing the toileting experience of these children from

this perspective, the findings may be more consistent with our
expectations .
This explanation of the subjects' relative inability to identify
the sex of the dolls on the basi s of the genital cues only was
supported by a comment made to the author by a local Head Start
teacher .

She made the obse rva t i on that the children in her class-

r oom of similar age we re very much awa re of the sex of the male dol l
in their room and also why it was male .

She felt that one reason
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was that her children toileted i n separate, isolated facilit i es and
were, as a consequence, more curious as to the reason why they were
separated to toilet .

Thus they learned to place greater sign i ficance

on the genital differences between the sexes .
If the naturalness of the open toileting situation does not
stimulate recognition of the genital di fferences of the sexes in this
age range of children, what effect does toileting in separate,
isolated facilities have on the development of this recog nition ?
Would the children's awareness of the genital differences of the
sexes be greater or less ? What effect would the restriction of one
sex at the open toilets at a time have on the children's awareness ?
These are questions raised by this study, but left unanswered .
The use of dolls to discover the subjects' awareness of the
genital differences of the sexes removes this recognition from the
actual situation of differences in humans to inanimate objects
generally regarded as belonging to the female sex.

None of the

neuter dolls in the classroom of these subjects carry any designation
of the masculine sex .

Most of the clothes provided for the dolls are

dresses which gives the indirect implication that the dolls are girls .
None of these subjects had prev io us experience with dolls of specific
sex due to genital differences .

The only clues with which they may

have been previously familiar in des i gnating a doll as male were
hair style and masculine clothes .

When these cues are held constant,

dolls are generally termed girls .

This assumption was supported by

the responses of the last eight subjects to the question, "Is one
doll a boy or are they both girls?"

Five of the eight responding

answered, "Both girls," the sixth replied, "Both boys," the seventh
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was aware of the genital differences between the dolls, and the
eighth didn't know .

Th is previous bias of the subjects that "dolls

are girls" may have been a factor i n shadowing the ir recognition of
any difference in sex between the dolls, and the findings of th is
study may not provide an indication of their awareness of sexuality
among humans .
Entering the experimental situation with a predetermined
conception that dolls are girls may have been a significant reason
why the subjects in general made no effort to classify the dolls by
their sex.

Even though they recognized that the dolls were different

in genital structure, they may have felt no inclination to rationalize
these differences in terms of an actual sex difference between the
do 11 s .
It is possible that if the genitals of the dolls were related
to the genitals of a person, preferably within their family, with
whom the subject is familiar that a greater awareness of the genital
differences between the sexes may appear, or that at least a more
accurate assessment of the subjects' knowledge and understanding of
the genital difference of the sexes might be revealed . This type of
approach would still place the test situation out of the actual human
situation, which is too sensitive for this age group to test directly;
yet it would still contain a hig h degree of relationship between the
situation where the knowledge was learned and the situation under
which that knowledge was tested .

Th is type of approach was explored

by the author when the ninth male subject was tested .

An attempt

was made to relate the genitals of the female doll to those of his
new baby sister and the genitals of the male doll to his own .

The
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confused reluctance of his response i n relating the genitals of the
male doll to his own caused the author to feel that relating the
doll's genitals to the subject ' s own was perhaps a little too
sensitive and immediate .

Relating the male doll's gen i tals to those

of the subject's brother probably would have elicited a more relaxed,
nondefensi ve response.

However, the greater insight into the subject.' s

understanding of the genital structure of the sexes led the author to
believe that this method might have provided more detailed and
complete results.
The use of clothing as a secondary symbol proved to be of
minimal value in this study .

This may be due to the clothing worn

by the s ubjects in their classroom situation.

All of the girls have

worn a shirt and slacks outfit to the classroom at one time or
another .

Although some of the girls wear dresses regularly and others

occasionally, the usual form of dress for these subjects, both boys and
girls, is a shirt and slacks .

Also, their boots, coats, and gloves

vary only slightly, if at all, with the sex of the children .

There-

fore, in this situation clothes are not a reliable cue for determining
the sex of a person.

An added factor which tends to minimize clothing

as a sex cue is that the female teachers wear a shirt and slacks in
the classroom.
The position of the clothes on the table in relation to the
dolls did not appear to be a factor in determining the subjects'
selection of clothes for the dolls .

Although the experimenter

frequently changed the placement of the clothes on the table in
relation to the dolls, the most common choice of clothes for both
dolls, by those who seemed unaware of the genital differences, was
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a dress .

This response did not vary with the arrangement of the

clothes .
The findings of th i s study revealed that sex i s not a si gn i f icant
factor in predicting recogn i t i on of the gen i ta l differences of the
male and female dolls for this sample .

In contrast, Kre itl er and

Kreitler (1966) found that for their sample boys were better i nformed
about their sex organs than were the girls; and Katcher (1955 )
concluded from his study that young girls excelled boys i n discriminating genital cues .
In general the findings of this study are in agreement with those
of Dillon (1934).

Age of the subjects appeared as a factor influenc-

ing recognition of the gen i tal difference of the sexes in both studies .
Dillon indicated that some of her subjects in the older group were
able to discriminate between the sexes on the basis of physical
differences (Dillon, 1934 ) . A higher portion of four-year-olds than
three-year-olds (two to one ) in this study expressed a knowledge and
awareness of the genital differences between the sexes .

Dillon's

(1934 ) conclusion that the children studied from ages 2-3 to 5-2 show
very l i ttle evidence of any recognition of sexual differences is
supported by this study .
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to discover whether the preschool
child who has toileted with boys and girls in an open situation for
at least four weeks would recognize the genital differences between
a male and a female doll and use this knowledge to select the type
of clothes appropri ate for these dolls .
Two hypotheses were formed:
1.

The preschool child who has toileted in an open situation

with both sexes for at least four weeks can identify male and female
dolls on the basis of genital structu re.
2.

The preschool child can select appropriate clothes for male

and female dolls on the basis of genital structure as the dominant
cue as to sexuality .
Twenty children, 10 boys and 10 girls, between the ages of
three and five were selected for testing because they all attended
the same classroom and were familiar with th e experimenter .

Preced-

ing the actual collection of data a pilot study was conducted on a
similar but separate classroom of children to test the proposed
research design.
The subjects were informed, as a group, of the gene ra l content
and procedure of the experimental si tuatio n to follow .

A solid

screen was placed in a corne r of the classroom for the purpose of
separating but not isolating those beh ind it from the rema in der of
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the room.

Each child was invited by the experimenter to go with he r

behind the screen to play with some blocks .

The subjects' task was

merely to place six blocks in a box just large enough to contain them,
making any design with the figured shapes on the blocks they des ired .
The experience was simple, and planned to assure success for each child .
Following this experience the same screen was placed around the
doll house area of the room for the same purpose as before . A male
and female doll vary i ng only in their genital structure were placed
nude on a table behind the screen .

Beside them were placed four sets

of doll clothes, two sets of dresses and two sets of a shirt and male
pants or slacks.

Each sub ject was again invited individually to go

with the experimenter behind the screen .

Seated facing the genitals

of the dolls the subject was told that the dolls had just had a bath
and they, the subject, could powder the dolls' bottoms . After the
subject completed the assignment, he was asked to chose from the
clothes which ones he would put on each doll if he were to dress them.
The experimenter pointed to the genital of each doll as the subject
made his selection . Again pointing to the genitals of the dolls one
at a time, the experimenter asked the subject his reason for his
clothes selection.
The findings revealed that four, two boys and two girls, of the
20 subjects were able to identify the sex of each doll on the basis
of their genital structure .

The other 16 subjects seemed unaware of

any significant differences between the dolls.

Clothing appeared as

only a minimal secondary symbol of sex, perhaps partially due to the
similarity of patterns of dress of these children in the classroom .
Age appea red to be a significant factor influencing recognition of
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t he genital differences as one-fourth of the four-year-olds po i nted
ou t the sex differences on the bas i s of genital structu re and on ly
one-eighth of the th r ee-year-olds we r e able to do so .

Sex did not

appea r to be a s igni fica nt in flu encing fac t or as equal numbers of
each sex made the required catagorization.

The presence of an

opposite-sex sibling in the subject's home seemed to influence the
probability of the recognition of the genital differences as all of
the subjects who made the differentiation were from families with
siblings of both sexes.
Conclusions
1.

Preschool children appear generally to be unable to identify

sexuality on the basis of genital structure.
2.

Age is a significant factor influencing the child's

discrimination of sexual differences .
3.

The opportunity for observation and discovery of differences

between the sexes through the presence of opposite-sex siblings in
the home appears to be influential on the child's development of
sexual awareness.
Recommendat i on s f or Future Studies
As a result of th is s tudy the f o ll owing suggest i ons for future
stud i es are made :
1.

A simila r study of the preschool ch i ld's ability to

di sti ngu i sh sex diff erences on the basis of gen i tal structure, us i ng
a sample of kinde rga r ten age , woul d help to make more clear the
influence of maturatio n an d ag e .
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2.

A replication of th is study using the same neutral corner of

the classroom f or both the block play situation and the collection of
data using the dolls would el im inate some of the feminine connotation
su rrounding the test situation, and more easi ly elicit the participation of male subjects in the sample .
3. A furthe r study, relating the gen i t als of the dolls to the
gen i tals of persons with whom the subject is familiar, preferably
t o members of the subject's i mmedi ate family, might help to indicate
more clearly the child' s awareness of human sexuality .
4.

A simi l ar study using a sample of preschool children who

have toileted under different condit i ons, in a group situation , or
from a different cultu ra l or social class group might help to answer
some questions raised by this study .
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